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Attention:
Books by Mail is a service of the New Mexico State Library funded through a LSTA (Library Services
and Technology Act) grant from the federal Institute of Museum and Library Services. Under the
requirements of the grant, we are required to evaluate the service on a regular basis.

We would appreciate if you would take a few minutes to share your experience
with the service. Please go to the survey online at
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/nmsl-bbm or fill out the yellow form and send it
to us with your books. Your input is greatly appreciated.

*Please note, older catalogs from Summer 2003 (AG) to
the present are still available to order from.
Also, please visit our website at http://www.nmstatelibrary.org
where you can access some of our most recent catalogs.
For those of you who are also receiving the paper copy of
the quarterly catalog and would rather access it online
through our website or by email, please let us know so we
can take your name off the mailing version.
If you want the catalog by email or have changed your
email address, please notify us so we can update our
records.
Thank you again for using Books By Mail.
Editor: Veronica Tapia
Design & Layout: Teresa Martinez
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HOW TO ORDER:
Send us your NAME and ADDRESS and the Catalog Numbers of the books you wish to read.
BOOKS BY MAIL
Mail to:

New Mexico State Library
1209 Camino Carlos Rey
Santa Fe, NM 87507-5166
or use the Order Request Sheets included with your last order of books or
Email to:

teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us
veronica.tapia@state.nm.us

Or

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-395-9144

DAY OR NIGHT

**Due to U.S. Postal Service practices your order may take up to 2
weeks to reach you and to return to us. Also due to these delays, we
encourage calling or emailing us with your order so it can get to you
that much faster.
Your books, a new order sheet, and the return postage will arrive in a special canvas bag to be used when
returning materials to the BOOKS BY MAIL office. The due date for the books to be returned will be
stamped on the back inside cover of each book. If you are unable to return your books by the due date,
please send a note or call 1-800-395-9144 giving us the Title, Author, and Due Date. These books will be
renewed for an additional three weeks.
For any reference questions you may have, you can direct them to our Reference Bureau at
reference@state.nm.us. We ask that you mention you are a Books By Mail patron when contacting them.

You can visit the New Mexico State Library web site at http://www.nmstatelibrary.org or if you
do not have access to the internet you can visit your nearest public library and access our website
there. Under the Catalogs tab, Books By Mail, you will be able to access some of our latest
catalogs. If you would prefer not to receive the paper version of the quarterly catalog and
would rather access it online, please let us know so we can adjust our records. Thank you for
using Books By Mail.
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* HIGH DEMAND TITLES !!!
Some delays in filling orders are unavoidable when a new catalog or supplement
is sent out to several hundred households, so if a book is not available at the time
of your request, it will be put on reserve and mailed to you when it becomes
available. You will not need to reorder the book(s). Reordering the book(s) will
only delay orders that much longer. We appreciate your patience.
SPANISH BOOKS
Books in Spanish are available for children and adults. Most editions are bilingual.

LARGE PRINT BOOKS
When ordering titles with the prefix “LP” (Large Print) please specify that you only want the titles
in Large Print, otherwise, if the title is available in regular print, it will be substituted, and if it is
not, we will send you the “LP” title. We hope this will minimize the waiting time on high demand
titles and also save the Large Print for patrons who can only read Large Print, which is a smaller
collection. Thank You.
BOOKS-BY-MAIL provides library services to those who are not reached by public libraries. Call
our toll free number 1-800-395-9144 and leave your requests on the 24 hour recording. Give us
your name, mailing address, the catalog numbers of the books you wish to read. If calling to renew
a book, give us the same information mentioned above along with the original due date of your
book(s).

The Rural Services Program (Books By Mail and Bookmobiles) is funded with a grant from
the Institute of Museum and Library Services which administers the Library Services and
Technology Act.

Books By Mail Patron Comment Form
You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space
needed can be used on the backside of this form. Thank you for your time.
Name: (Optional) ____________________ ID# (Optional) 1M- ___________
Address: (Optional) ______________________________________________
City/State/Zip: (Optional) _________________________________________
1.

If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your
family, we would love to hear it.______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

2.

Any comments or suggestions about our service?___________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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RURAL BOOKMOBILES:
EAST

WEST

P.O. Box 1163
Tucumcari, NM 88401
Phone: 575-461-1206
Staff: Paula White, Aleta Smith,
Geraldine Marquez
Counties Served: Chaves, Curry, Eddy,
Guadalupe, Lea, Lincoln, Otero, Quay,
Roosevelt, San Miguel

1000 Main Street NW, Bldg. 16-A
Los Lunas, NM 87031
Phone: 505-841-5250
Staff: Wendy Roberts, Robert Marquez
Counties Served: Catron, Cibola, Grant,
Hidalgo, McKinley, Sierra, Socorro,
Valencia

NORTHEAST
P.O. Box 97
Cimarron, NM 87714
Phone: 575-376-2474
Staff: Betty Palmer, Leroy Chavez,
Charri Richards
Counties Served: Colfax, Guadalupe,
Harding, Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel,
Sandoval, Taos, Union

The Bookmobiles are a part of the Rural Services Program. Contact the Bookmobile
headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules or go online at
http://nmstatelibrary.org under the Direct & Rural Services tab, Rural Bookmobiles, to
access them. Users of the Rural Services Program may also take advantage of the Library
for the Blind & Physically Handicapped, which provides audio material for the blind,
reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more
information about this program call 1-800-456-5515 or access them online at the above

link, under the Direct & Rural Services tab, LBPH.

Date:___________Phone:_____________
ID#: 1M-_________County:____________
Name:_____________________________
Address: __________________________
Town:________________Zip:__________
New Address 

New Patron 

Requests; Comments; Questions

_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Please send me the following:
No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults_______ and
children________ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be
filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order.

Date:___________Phone:_____________
ID#: 1M-_________County:____________
Name:_____________________________
Address: __________________________
Town:________________Zip:__________
New Address 

New Patron 

Please send me the following:
No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

Requests; Comments; Questions

_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults_______ and
children________ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be
filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order.

Date:___________Phone:_____________
ID#: 1M-_________County:____________
Name:_____________________________
Address: __________________________
Town:________________Zip:__________
New Address 

New Patron 

Please send me the following:
No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

We will no
longer be using
the yellow
order cards.
Please cut out and
fill the order
sheets on the left
with your book
requests and
enclose them in
the canvas mailing
bags with your
books.
You can also call
us toll free at :
1-800-395-9144

or email us at
teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us

or
veronica.tapia@state.nm.us

with your
requests.

Requests; Comments; Questions

_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

No._______________
No._______________
No._______________

(S) Indicates you will accept a substitute title. Number of adults_______ and
children________ served by this order. Please print clearly so your order will be
filled accurately. You can also call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 to place your order.

Let us know if
you need another
order sheet with
your next order.

CATEGORY CODES
What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give
you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will
appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from.

Happy Reading!

ADV
AGY
ANI
ANT
ART
AUT
BIO
BLI
BUS
CAR
CKG
COM
CUR
DIT
DRA
EDU
ENV
FAM
FAN
FIC
FIN
GAM
GAR
GRA

Adventure
Anthology
Animals
Antiques/
Collectibles
Art/Architecture
Automotive
Biography/
Autobiography
African-American
Interest
Business/
Economics
Career/Jobs
Cooking
Computer
Current Events
Dictionary/
Thesaurus
Drama/Films/
Plays
Education
Environmental
Family/Marriage
Fantasy
General Fiction
Investments/
Personal Finance
Games/Puzzles
Gardening
Graphic Novels

HEA
HIF
HIS
HMR
HOB
HOL
HOR
HUM
JVE
JVI
JVP
JVY
LAN
LAT
LIF
LIT
LTC
MED
MLC
MOT
MOV
MUS
MYS
NAT
NEW
NTV
OCC
OCF

Health/Diet/Exercise
Historical Fiction
History
Home Repair/
Decorating
Hobbies/Crafts
Holidays
Horror
Humor
Juvenile/Ages 5-8
Juvenile/Ages 8-12
Juvenile/Preschool
Juvenile/Ages 13-18
Language
Latin Fiction
Lifestyle
Literature/Classics
Literature/
Contemporary
Medical
Multi cultural
Inspirational/
Motivational
Movie/TV Tie-In
Music/Dance
Mystery
Nature
New Age
Native American
Occult
Occult Fiction

PAR
PHI
PHO
POE
POL
POP
PDY
REC
REF
REL
RFL
ROM
SCI
SEX
SFF
SOC
SPA
SPO
SUS
SW
TAX
TRD
TRF
TRU
WES
WOM
XMS

Parenting/
Childbirth
Philosophy
Photography
Poetry
Politics
Popular Culture
Psychology/
Self Help
Recovery
Reference/
General
Religious
Reference/
Foreign Languages
Romance
Science
Sexuality
Science Fiction
Sociology
Spanish
Sports/
Recreation
Suspense
Southwest
Tax Preparation
Travel/Domestic
Travel/Foreign
True Crime
Western
Women’s Studies
Christmas

Adventure

ADV  Spartan Gold
Cussler, Clive

(A Fargo Adventure) After discovering a U-boat in a Delaware
swamp containing a map to Napoleon's "lost cellar," the Fargo
brothers race to find the treasure before a rival collector can.

ADV  Phantom Prospect
Archer, Alex

BC-0285

(Rogue Angel, No. 27) When divers, while searching for Fantome, a
legendary warship that is rumored to contain an extraordinary
treasure, encounter a megalodon, a thought-to-be-extinct shark,
archaeologist Annja Creed braves the deep, cold waters of the
Atlantic to find the truth.

ADV  The Wrecker
Cussler, Clive

BC-0147

(Rogue Angel, No. 26) When Roux's surprise party results in some
uninvited, and deadly, guests, archaeologist Annja Creed, after
fighting for her life, must recover a legendary sword, one that seeks a
master as bloodthirsty as itself, that has fallen into the hands of an
assassin known as the Dragon.

ADV  Cartel Clash
Pendleton, Don

BC-0312

(Outlanders, No. 55) When the scion of their greatest adversary takes
over the Ontic Library, which, buried deep within the Pacific Ocean,
controls reality, Cerberus rebel and archivist Brigid Baptiste dives
into the sentient data stream of infinite knowledge to stop a god
prince from destroying the world.

ADV  Desert Fallout
Pendleton, Don

BC-0170

(Deathlands, No. 94) Ryan and his band of rebels must protect what's
left of their world from Shadow Earth invaders, genetically enhanced
aggressors with advanced weaponry who have attacked this fragile
planet once before and failed.

ADV  Extraordinary Rendition
Pendleton, Don

BC-0314

(Deathlands, No. 95) When a wealthy sea baron and his fleet try to
take over an island populated by predark bio-engineered killing
machines, Ryan Cawdor and his band of rebels are trapped in a war
in which they have no desire to fight, but every intention of
surviving.

ADV  Extreme Instinct
Pendleton, Don

BC-0077

(Stony Man, No. 108) When staggering explosions, using stolen
technology, rock nations around the globe, starting with Russia and
China, the Stony Man team must track the traitorous factions and stop
the quest for global domination.

ADV  Oblivion Stone
Axler, James

BC-0209

(SuperBolan, No. 137) Mack Bolan is having a hard time locating the
ruthless Russian arms dealer he is supposed to take back to the US to
stand trial because the Russian dealer has made friends in high
places, making him virtually untouchable.

ADV  Moonfeast
Axler, James

BC-0146

(SuperBolan, No. 136) When an archaeological dig in Egypt yields
biological weapons and results in mass slaughter, Mack Bolan must
take down a self-proclaimed Eternal Pharaoh who, using terrorists to
pit religious factions against each other, is orchestrating a Middle
East endgame.

ADV  Doom Helix
Axler, James

BC-0284

(The Executioner, No. 384) When a Mexican drug cartel, declaring
war on the US, kills an undercover DEA agent, and then hi-jacks a
shipment of missiles, Mack Bolan, with no backup or government
protection, crosses the border to stop the impending destruction
before innocent lives are lost.

ADV  Distortion Offensive
Axler, James

BC-0286

Investigating a series of attacks on the Southern Pacific Railroad's
Cascades express lines, Detective Bell learns of the existence of an
elusive saboteur who recruits and murders his own accomplices while
engineering schemes of maximum havoc.

ADV  The Dragon's Mark
Archer, Alex

BC-0148

BC-0109
ADV  Killing Ground

(Outlanders, No. 54) When an Annunaki prince, genetically
engineered as a machine of destruction, returns after 4,500 years in
solitary confinement to get revenge on the father who betrayed him,
his hate-filled mission threatens the very existence of humankind.

Pendleton, Don

BC-0078

(The Executioner, No. 381) When the body of an American soldier
goes missing following an ambush in Afghanistan, Mack Bolan will
stop at nothing to get the fallen soldier back on American soil even if
it means going up against Taliban forces who are planning to execute
a group of innocent women and children in an effort to disgrace
American troops.
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ADV  Raw Fury
Pendleton, Don

BIO  Eat, Pray, Love: One Woman's Search for Everything
Across Italy, India and Indonesia

BC-0212

Gilbert, Elizabeth

(The Executioner, No. 383) When rebels take the students of a
Malaysian private school hostage, Mack Bolan is sent in to free the
hostages before a civil war is ignited, but his mission turns deadly as
the rebels vow to kill anyone who stands in their way.

Traces the author's decision to quit her job and travel the world for a
year after suffering a midlife crisis and divorce, a journey that took
her to three places in her quest to explore her own nature and learn
the art of spiritual balance.

ADV Target Acquisition
Pendleton, Don

BIO  Lit: A Memoir

BC-0213

Karr, Mary

(Stony Man, No. 109) While the ground teams work on separate
missions across the globe, the Stony Man cyber team uncovers a
potential international nightmare involving a megalomaniacal emir
who, in his quest for vengeance, is willing to sacrifice countless
innocent lives.

LP-3599

LARGE PRINT. The author reveals how, shortly after giving birth to
a child she adored, she drank herself into the same numbness that
nearly devoured her charismatic but troubled mother, reaching the
brink of suicide before a spiritual awakening led her to sobriety.

ADV  Threat Factor
Pendleton, Don

BC-0206

Business/Economics

BC-0149

(The Executioner, No. 382) When Somali pirates make off with
enough Russian tanks and ammunition to start a civil war, Mack
Bolan, called in to seek and destroy the weapons, goes up against
local warlords and their army of foot soldiers to stop the threat.

BUS  Cut Your Grocery Bill in Half with America's
Cheapest Family: Includes So Many Innovative Strategies You
Won't Have to Cut Coupons
Economides, Steve

ADV  Hell Island
Reilly, Matthew

"America's Cheapest Family" shows readers how to save up to
$3,000 annually on groceries with their proven strategies, tips, tools,
and tricks. Readers learn how to plan their shopping to save big
bucks, effectively store food and save cash, identify products that
save time and money, beat the grocer at pricing games, and more.

BC-0210

On an island that doesn't appear on any maps, the government
conducts classified experiments, but when one of the experiments
goes horribly wrong, Captain Shane Schofield and his Special Forces
unit parachute in and come face-to-face with a deadly breed of
genetically enhanced super-soldiers.

Cooking

Biography/Autobiography

CKG  The Everything Guide to Wine: All You Need to
Know About Buying, Storing, Serving, and Enjoying the World's
Most Remarkable Wines

BIO  Psychic: My Life in Two Worlds
Browne, Sylvia

BC-0346

Alig, Peter

LP-3630

BC-0273

Each simple guide offers a clear overview of all the information one
needs to know about a particular topic, making learning something
new easy, accessible, practical and affordable.

LARGE PRINT. A famous psychic and author candidly discusses her
life, including her failed, sometimes abusive marriages; her medical
problems; her financial struggles; and how, near the end of her life,
she was blind-sided by the arrival of the love of her life.

CKG  The Everything Freezer Meals Cookbook
Anderson, Candace

BIO  American Rebel: The Life of Clint Eastwood
Eliot, Marc

BC-0274

Each simple guide offers a clear overview of all the information one
needs to know about a particular topic, making learning something
new easy, accessible, practical and affordable.

BC-0138

As an actor, he seduces us with his tough-guy charm. As a director
and producer, he amazes us with his artistry and technical savvy. As a
Hollywood icon, Clint Eastwood, one of film's greatest living
legends, represents some of the finest cinematic achievements in the
history of American cinema.

CKG  The Ultimate Appetizers Book: More Than 450 Nofuss Nibbles and Drinks Plus Simple Party Planning Tips
Better Homes & Gardens

BC-0275

Provides more than 450 appetizer recipes to make and serve for any
gathering, whether it's a casual group of friends or a formal, dressy
dinner party, from quick dips and snack mixes to elegant pastries and
bite-size sweets.
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CKG  Gooseberry Patch Homestyle Family Favorites: Tried
& True Recipes from Gooseberry Patch Family & Friends

FAM  Hope for Trying Times: Daily Encouragement for
Facing a Devastating Divorce

Gooseberry Patch

Patner, Chuck

BC-0140

An array of comfort-food favorites includes 16 menu ideas, 100 fullcolor photos, tip boxes and more than 200 recipes arranged into such
playful chapters as Breakfast Anytime, Casseroles Galore,
Scrumptious Sides, Best-Loved Breads and Divine Desserts.

Divorce. Everything changes; nothing remains the same. Family
relationships, friendships, finances, self-esteem, living arrangements,
and personal feelings are all suddenly different. Anger, sadness,
frustration, grief, and loneliness can overwhelm even the strongest
soul. Dr. Chuck Patner is neither a pastor nor a marriage counselor
and has no particular expertise other than his own experience. As he
wandered down the road of a divorce he never expected to travel, he
spent many sleepless nights praying, crying, thinking, reading, and
finally pouring his pain into words.

CKG  Grace Before Meals: Recipes and Inspiration for
Family Meals and Family Life
Patalinghug, Leo

BC-0060

A popular Catholic speaker and founder of the Grace Before Meals
movement combines 30 easy-to-prepare recipes with advice on how
to build deeper familial relationships by participating in shared food
preparations, faith observances and special occasions.

FAM  Healing After Divorce: Hope for Catholics
Rowland, Susan K.

BC-0270

Rodriguez presents over 50 traditional and contemporary recipes, as
well as extensive information on ingredient basics, food safety issues,
and suggestions for pairing ceviche with other dishes.

FAM  From Anger to Intimacy
Smalley, Gary

EDU  Quickest Way to Insanity: Homeschool Your Kids
BC-0343

Fantasy

If you're a parent considering homeschooling, a homeschooling
novice, or a long-time homeschooler, this book provides refreshing,
helpful, and often irreverent insight into the ins and outs of
homeschooling. It offers parents and guardians a wealth of
information on how to homeschool their children and does something
unlike any other book on the market teaches you how do it with the
brain in mind. This book describes homeschooling as a journey, one
that is more than worth taking. The author helps you to think outside
of the house, allowing you to have fun and still be successful without
having to follow traditional school models, techniques, or
approaches.

FAN  Geist: A Book of the Order
Ballantine, Philippa

BC-0289

A protector of the Empire and guardian against possession, Sorcha
Faris, a powerful member of the Order of the Deacons is dispatched
to an isolated village to aid a Priory plagued by a surge of violent
geist activity, an assignment that forces her to reconsider everything
she thinks she knows.

Family/Marriage

FAN  Masques
Briggs, Patricia

FAM  Nolo's Essential Guide to Divorce
Doskow, Emily

BC-0205

(In Spanish) Smalley and Cunningham explore this often maligned
and God-given emotion and help couples learn to resolve conflict,
hurt and pain in a healthy way; overcome feelings of anger,
frustration and rage; use five specific tactics to deal with anger, and
much more.

Education

Anderson, Julie

BC-0204

A person going through divorce or having already experienced a
divorce has watched life fall apart, has seen dreams end, has known
that the future will not be remotely what was imagined. Rowland
offers hope and practical ideas for living without marital love.

CKG  The Great Ceviche Book
Rodriguez, Douglas

BC-0199

BC-0217

Leaving behind her noble birthright to become a mercenary spy,
Aralorn must gather intelligence on the powerful sorcerer Geoffrey
ae'Magi, a master of illusion who is using trickery to assemble an
army.

BC-0200

A layperson's guide to the complicated labyrinth of divorce law will
help readers avoid expensive and painful court battles, understand the
divorce process, work with mediators or lawyers, figure out alimony
and child support, establish child custody and visitation, divide
money and property fairly, draft a marital-settlement agreement,
address post-divorce issues and more. A great step-by-step guide
through every aspect of the divorce process, whether it is smoothsailing or a battle till the end.

FAN



Wolfsbane

Briggs, Patricia

BC-0291

Aralorn, a shapeshifting mercenary, returns home only to find that
her father, the Lyon of Lambshold, has been ensorcelled by the
ae'Magi, who is using him as a conduit to finally destroy Aralorn and
her companion Wolf.
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FAN  The Atlantis Code

FAN  Warrior Priest

Brokaw, Charles

Hinks, Darius

BC-0079

When the ancient ruins of Atlantis are discovered along the Spanish
coast, linguist and archaeologist Thomas Lourds joins a violent
competition to be the first of its explorers, an effort marked by a
series of puzzles that must be solved in order to gain entry into the
lost civilization.

BC-0219

(Warhammer: Empire Army) Warrior Priest Jakob Wolff, a holy
crusader of the Empire, sets out to track down his brother, whose soul
has been tarnished by the Ruinous Powers, a mission that requires
strength and the purity of his beliefs.
FAN  Death Most Definite

FAN  A Princess of Landover
Brooks, Terry

Jamieson, Trent

BC-0083

Steven de Selby is no stranger to death, Mr. D's his boss after all, but
when a dead girl saves him from sharing her fate, he finds himself on
the wrong end of the barrel. Mr. D's gone missing and with no one in
charge, the dead start to rise.

A first entry in the popular series in more than a decade finds
headstrong 15-year-old Mistaya kicked out of her prestigious
boarding school and assigned by Ben to reopen the kingdom's
abandoned library, a task she avoids before discovering a magical
plot against Landover.

FAN  City of Ghosts
Kane, Stacia

FAN  Game of Cages
Connolly, Harry

BC-0082

BC-0081

Forced to team up with the Black Squad agency after mangled human
corpses show up on the streets of Downside, Chess Putnam, under a
binding spell that forbids her to talk about the investigation, must go
up against killer wraiths, First Elders, and dark magic to find the
truth.

BC-0151

(Twenty Palaces) The expendable assistant of a powerful sorcerer,
ex-car thief Ray Lilly is sent to a small town in the North Cascades to
stop the wealthy from bidding on a predator capable of destroying all
life on earth, but when the predator escapes, all hell breaks loose.

FAN  Corvus
FAN  Monster Hunter Vendetta

Kearney, Paul

Correla, Larry

Middle-aged mercenary captain Rictus finds his plans to lay down his
spear and become the farmer that his father was thwarted by a young
war-leader who is determined to make himself the absolute ruler of
all the Macht with Rictus's help.

BC-0218

An accountant turned professional monster hunter, Owen Zastava
Pitt, after making an enemy out of one of the most powerful beings in
the universe, becomes the target of an evil death cult who want to
assassinate him in order to gain the favor of the great Old Ones.

BC-0287

FAN  Heart's Blood
FAN  Fable: The Balverine Order

Marillier, Juliet

David, Peter

When young scribe Caitrin is retained to sort through family
documents at Whistling Tor, she discovers, and begins and to
unravel, a web of ancestral sorcery that has crippled Anluan since
childhood.

BC-0215

Longing for adventure, Thomas and his loyal servant John set out for
the East in search of the balverine, a legendary beast, but when their
quarry finds them first, they are no longer the hunters, but the prey.

BC-0216

FAN  Highborn
FAN



The Chamber of Ten

Golden, Christopher

Navarro, Yvonne

BC-0080

BC-0290

Escaping Hell in search of a new life on Earth, fallen angel Brynna,
on the run from Lucifer's deadliest hunters, agrees to help Detective
Eran Redmond find a serial killer who is terrorizing Chicago, hoping
to earn a shot at Heaven.

When American archaeologist Geena Hodge and her lover, Nico,
discover the lost library of Petrarch under the Piazza San Marco, they
also discover the fabled Chamber of Ten, a place where the secret
rulers of Venice met to plot murders and betrayals, plunging them
into an ancient feud and a dark magic that threatens to destroy the
city.

General Fiction

FAN  Brooklyn Knight

FIC  Don't Cry

Henderson, C. J.

Barton, Beverly

BC-0288

BC-0272

When a recent spate of horrific murders is linked to a long-ago series
of brutal crimes she hoped would never resurface, Chattanooga grief
counselor Audrey Sherrod, who moonlights for the local police, soon
discovers that the worst is yet to come.

After Piers Knight, curator of the Brooklyn Museum and master of
the uses of magical artifacts, learns of an inscribed stone that may
unlock an otherworldly Armageddon that certain powers are all too
eager to bring about, he is the only one standing in the way of the
destruction.
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FIC  From the Extreme

FIC  Return to Sullivan's Island

Collins, Renea

Frank, Dorothea

BC-0299

Rachael, who has suffered abandonment, abuse, pain, and betrayal all
throughout her life, becomes a woman full of rage until she turns to
God for help and discovers that He has something special in store for
her.

LP-3578

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (BC-0269)). With
Susan in Paris, Beth returns from college to house-sit the Island
Gamble, intending to wrap herself in childhood memories and the
island's magic, until cunning Max Mitchell arrives on the scene and
steals her heart.

FIC  Not My Daughter
Delinsky, Barbara

FIC  Return to Sullivan's Island

BC-0292

Frank, Dorothea

(Same as LP-3596) Devastated by her teenage daughter's pregnancy,
single mother and high school principal Susan Tate is targeted by
unfair criticism when the pregnancies of additional teens are rumored
to be part of a pact.

BC-0269

(Same as LP-3578). With Susan in Paris, Beth returns from college to
house-sit the Island Gamble, intending to wrap herself in childhood
memories and the island's magic, until cunning Max Mitchell arrives
on the scene and steals her heart.

FIC  Not My Daughter
Delinsky, Barbara

FIC  Two of the Deadliest

LP-3596

George, Elizabeth

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (BC-0292)).
Devastated by her teenage daughter's pregnancy, single mother and
high school principal Susan Tate is targeted by unfair criticism when
the pregnancies of additional teens are rumored to be part of a pact.

LARGE PRINT. A collection of 23 unforgettable and ferocious
stories, selected by New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth
George and never before published.

FIC  Love Finds You in Golden, New Mexico
Dooley, Lena N.

LP-3560

FIC  Ford County

BC-0281

Grisham, John

All that glitters is not gold. Its 1890, and Golden, New Mexico, is a
booming mining town where men far outnumber women. So when an
old wealthy miner named Philip Smith finds himself in need of a
nursemaid, he places an ad for a mail-order bridedespite the protests
of his friend Jeremiah. Hoping to escape a perilous situation back
East, young Madeleine Mercer answers the ad and arrives in town
under a cloud of suspicion. But just as she begins to win over
Philipand Jeremiah himselfthe secrets she left behind threaten to
follow her to Golden, and tarnish her character beyond redemption.

LP-3605

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-2462)). In his
first collection of short stories John Grisham takes us back to Ford
County, Mississippi, the setting of his first novel, "A Time to Kill".

FIC  The Secret Diaries of Charlotte Bronte
James, Syrie

LP-3569

(Hannah's Heart #1) Hannah Miller's heart is awhirl with emotion as
she chooses between three men who she hopes will make her dreams
come true while allowing her to stay true to her Amish faith.

LARGE PRINT. Though poor, plain, and unconnected, Charlotte
Bronte posses a deeply passionate side which she reveals only in her
writings. It is the pages of her diary where Charlotte exposes her
deepest feelings and desires, and the truth about her life, its triumphs
and shattering disappointments, her family, the inspiration behind her
work, her scandalous secret passion for the man she can never have,
and her intense dramatic relationship with the man she comes to love,
the enigmatic Arthur Bell Nicholls.

FIC  A Hope for Hannah

FIC  Blindman's Bluff

Eicher, Jerry S.

Kellerman, Faye

FIC  A Dream for Hannah
Eicher, Jerry S.

BC-0074

BC-0075

(Hannah's Heart #2) When Hannah's husband Jake loses his timber
job and answers the call to ministry, hardships for the young Amish
couple have them struggling to survive the harsh Montana winter, but
they manage to bear their responsibilities with grace.

FIC  Silent Truth

FIC  Shadow Tag
Erdrich, Louise

BC-0113

(Same as LP-3522) Detective team Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus
tackle a case involving the murder of a billionaire that may carry
unsettling repercussions for their lives.

Kenyon, Sherrilyn

LP-3604

BC-0085

Bureau of American Defense agent Hunter Thornton-Payne is
distracted from his long hunt for a ruthless assassin by the lovely
Abby Blandon, who draws him into a dangerous conspiracy
involving the government and an evil enterprise.

LARGE PRINT. After she discovers that her husband has been
reading her diary, Irene America turns it into a manipulative farce,
while secretly keeping a second diary that includes her true thoughts
about her shaky marriage, its affect on her children, and her struggles
with alcohol.
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FIC  The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

FIC  The Mountain Between Us

Larsson, Stieg

Martin, Charles

LP-3638

(Also available in regular print (AZ-1031)). Forty years after the
disappearance of Harriet Vanger from the secluded island owned and
inhabited by her powerful family, her uncle, convinced that she had
been murdered by someone from her own deeply dysfunctional clan,
hires journalist Mikael Blomqvist and Lisbeth Salander, an
unconventional young hacker, to investigate.

LP-3619

Stranded in a frigid mountain wilderness after a plane crash, a gifted
surgeon and a young magazine writer are forced to rely on each other
for survival while confronting painful truths about their personal
lives.

FIC  Cross Roads
Michaels, Fern

FIC  Road Dogs
Leonard, Elmore

(Sisterhood, No. 18) Scattered across the world after their
presidential pardons, the Sisterhood finally get a chance to reunite,
but their happy homecoming is marred by the hijacking of Nikki and
Kathryn's private jet by a group of Interpol agents who need their
help, forcing them to choose between their freedom or resuming their
vigilante status.

LP-3577

LARGE PRINT. Cuban con man Cundo Rey and gentleman bank
robber Jack Foley are united in a scheme that involves the women in
their lives and a beautiful psychic.

FIC  The Telling
Lewis, Beverly

BC-0221

FIC  Cold River

LP-3592

Neggers, Carla

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-2287)).
(Seasons of Grace #3) Lettie Byler continues her private quest to
find the missing piece of her life. As clues take her from state to state,
Lettie is increasingly torn between the family she has left behind and
the yearning for her long-lost child.

BC-0316

When her cafe becomes the epicenter for investigators trying to
infiltrate a brutal crime ring, soon-to-be prosecutor Hannah Shay
suspects that a man from her past is involved in the killings and tries
to avoid him at all costs.

FIC  1022 Evergreen Place

FIC  Angel Time

Macomber, Debbie

Rice, Anne

BC-0152

BC-0071

(Cedar Cove) The New York Times and USA Today best-selling
author presents this 10th installment in her highly popular Cedar
Cove series.

Anne Rice returns to the mesmerizing storytelling that has captivated
readers for more than three decades in a tale of unceasing suspense
set in time past, a metaphysical thriller about angels and assassins.

FIC  Sooner or Later

FIC  The Geometry of Sisters

Macomber, Debbie

Rice, Luanne

LP-3570

LARGE PRINT. When stubborn but proper Texas postmistress Letty
Madden hires a rough soldier, Jack Murphy, to help her find her
brother for the price of one night together, she has no idea that he will
fall deeply in love with her.

Desperate to rebuild her life in the wake of the loss of her husband
and oldest daughter, English teacher Maggie Shaw comes to Newport
Academy, an elite private high school dedicated to providing
educational opportunity to all, but the ghosts of the past, including
her estrangement from her sister, continue to haunt her.

FIC  The Best of Friends
Mallery, Susan

FIC  Charlie St. Cloud

BC-0220

Sherwood, Ben

When her best friend Rebecca Warden returns home from overseas,
causing havoc, Jayne Scott becomes pulled deeper into the wealthy
Wardens' complicated family dynamics especially when Rebecca's
brother David, whom she has secretly loved for years, returns as well.

BC-0207

The powerful bond between two brothers, one alive and the other
killed in a terrible accident, unexpectedly transcends the barriers of
life and death, and it is up to one enchanting woman to make their
world right.

FIC  Fugitive
Margolin, Phillip

BC-0268

FIC  Testimony

LP-3571

Shreve, Anita

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-1474)).
Defending Charlie, a petty con man and former fugitive who hid in
Africa for 12 years after being falsely implicated in the murder of a
congressman, criminal lawyer Amanda Jaffe struggles to prove the
man's innocence while endeavoring to protect him from a vengeful
African dictator.

BC-0153

A New England boarding school is rocked in the wake of a sex
scandal in which participants were caught on videotape, a situation
that derails the innocence and best intentions of students, parents and
others in life-shattering ways.
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FIC  Big Girl
Steel, Danielle

FIC  The Siege
LP-3584

White, Stephen

BC-0084

LARGE PRINT. After her sister gets engaged to a carbon copy of
her narcissistic father, plus-size woman Victoria Dawson, who has
fled L.A. for less-body-conscious New York City, must learn to love
herself for who she is if she is ever going to get on with her life.

The popular character Dr. Alan Gregory takes a backseat as his
longtime friend, suspended Boulder police detective Sam Purdy,
investigates a number of high-profile disappearances at Yale
University that may have ties to a campus secret society.

FIC  Southern Lights

FIC  The Bridge of Peace

Steel, Danielle

Woodsmall, Cindy

BC-0294

BC-0283

(Same as LP-3611) Eleven years after a bitter divorce, Manhattan
assistant D.A. Alexa prepares to prosecute a suspected serial killer
who is sending threatening letters to Alexa's teen daughter, a situation
that forces Alexa to send her daughter to her ex's Charleston home.

Amish schoolteacher Lena Kauffman channels her zest for living into
her love of teaching, but tensions mount when she is challenged to
work with a rebellious young man and deal with several crises that
threaten her other students.

FIC  Southern Lights

FIC  When the Heart Cries

Steel, Danielle

Woodsmall, Cindy

LP-3611

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (BC-0294)). Eleven
years after a bitter divorce, Manhattan assistant D.A. Alexa prepares
to prosecute a suspected serial killer who is sending threatening
letters to Alexa's teen daughter, a situation that forces Alexa to send
her daughter to her ex's Charleston home.

LARGE PRINT. (Sisters of the Quilt #1) Hannah Lapp, a seventeenyear-old who had been raised in a traditional Old Order Amish
family, wants to break with tradition and marry outside the sheltered
community, but on a quiet night before Hannah and Mennonite Paul
Waddell can be married, tragedy strikes and Hannah faces losing her
place in the community forever.

FIC  Somewhere Along the Way
Thomas, Jodi

FIC  When the Morning Comes

BC-0293

Woodsmall, Cindy

(Harmony, No. 2) Finally finding a place to call home in Harmony,
Texas, 18-year-old Reagan Truman discovers what true friendship
and love means when her life is threatened, while Gabe Leary finds
his plan to hide out in Harmony dashed when he unwittingly becomes
the town hero.

LP-3602

LARGE PRINT. (Sisters of the Quilt #2) When her relationship with
Paul comes to an end, Hannah Lapp heads to Ohio in hopes of
finding refuge with another Amish outcast, and a deepening
friendship with Martin Palmer helps her cope as she struggles to
understand the contemporary world.

FIC  Noah's Compass
Tyler, Anne

LP-3601

FIC  When the Soul Mends

LP-3597

Woodsmall, Cindy

LARGE PRINT.
From the incomparable Tyler comes a wise,
gently humorous, and deeply compassionate novel about a
schoolteacher who has been forced to retire at age 61, who must
suddenly come to terms with the final phase of his life.

LP-3600

LARGE PRINT. (Sisters of the Quilt #3) When Hannah Lapp
reluctantly returns to the Old Order Amish community that she grew
up in in order to help her sister, she is torn between her new life and
love in the outside world and life in the community with her first
love.

FIC  So You Call Yourself a Man
Weber, Carl

Health/Diet/Exercise

BC-0086

James Robinson discovers that a past indiscretion has led to a child,
threatening his already rocky marriage, while his friend Brent,
engaged to a full-figured beauty, is tempted by another woman, and
his other friend Sonny, after his wife leaves him, becomes
dangerously obsessed with an old flame.

HEA The Complete Thyroid Book
Ain, Kenneth

Kenneth Ain, M.D., is a professor of medicine at the University of
Kentucky; director of the Thyroid Oncology Program at The Markey
Cancer Center; director of the Thyroid Cancer Research Laboratory
at the VA Medical Center in Lexington, Kentucky; and medical
advisor to The Thyroid Cancer Survivors' Association. He is
internationally known as a thyroid specialist. For more information,
visit thyroidcancerdoctor.com.

FIC  The Crowning Glory of Calla Lily Ponder
Wells, Rebecca

BC-0058

LP-3572

LARGE PRINT. Calla Lily Ponder bursts into life, guided by Moon
Lady, a protective feminine force, where she thrives in her small
Louisiana town until the end of her first love pushes her to Crescent
City, where she discovers she has the power of "healing hands" to
change lives and end pain, including her own.
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HEA The Complete Idiot's Guide to Digestive Health
James, Dustin G.

Historical Fiction

BC-0142

Provides information on a variety of digestive issues and disorders
including ulcers, IBS, reflux, celiac disease and colitis, and explains
the medical, dietary and natural therapy options available to sufferers.

HIF  Within My Heart
Alexander, Tamera

HEA  Finding Your Way Through Cancer: An Expert
Cancer Psychologist Helps Patients and Survivors Face the
Challenges of Illness
Kneier, Andrew

BC-0064

Kneier, pioneering psychologist, has been therapist to thousands with
cancer. This groundbreaking book delves into the particular concerns
that patients with the disease (and their families) face, time and again,
and explores suffering and resilience.

HIF  The Burning Land
Cornwell, Bernard

LP-3603

LARGE PRINT. After breaking with King Alfred of Wessex and
joining the Danes and the Vikings in hopes of reclaiming
Bebbanburg, warlord Uhtred switches sides again after Alfred's
daughter pleads with him to take command of the Mercian army and
protect Britain from being conquered.

HEA  Yoga and Breast Cancer: A Journey to Health and
Healing
Kollak, Ingrid

BC-0179

Struggling to keep her ranch afloat and provide for her two young
sons, widow Rachel Boyd feels as though her efforts are sabotaged at
every turn, and when her cattle come down with a disease,
endangering her sons' lives, she is forced to turn to seek the help of
Rand Brookston, Timber Ridge's physician and reluctant veterinarian.

BC-0065

A practical, how-to guide to using yoga to manage stress, relieve
pain, and gain the strength necessary to make it through this illness.
This seminal work follows the authors' own research, which has
shown a proven correlation between yoga practice and better health
outcomes after a breast cancer diagnosis. More than simply an
exercise primer, the book is a deeply soothing guide to moving
meditation and physical activity, giving readers a safe way to rebuild
strength, stamina, and flexibility both during and following cancer
treatments. Intended to support women from the critical phases of
their disease to times of secondary prevention and rehabilitation.

HIF  Pirate Latitudes
Crichton, Michael

BC-0211

(Same as LP-3504) English Captain Charles Hunter and his crew of
ruffians commandeer the Spanish galleon El Trinidad and its fortune
in gold after a bloody battle, but Hunter and his crew have plenty of
danger and adventure ahead of them, in this 17th-century
swashbuckling tale found among the late author's files after his
passing.

HEA  The Healthcare Survival Guide: Cost-Saving Options
for the Suddenly Unemployed and Anyone Else Who Wants to
Save Money

HIF  Days of Gold

Rosen, Martin B.

After a failed attempt to reclaim Edilean Talbot's family gold, Angus
McTern is accused of kidnapping and theft and must flee 1766
Scotland with Edilean and find refuge in the growing American
colonies.

Deveraux, Jude

BC-0132

The founders of Health Advocate, Inc., the nation's leading
independent health-care advocacy company, which has personally
helped millions navigate the health-care maze, have written this guide
for those struggling to find free or low-cost health-care services. It is
a timely compilation of little-known secrets about affordable healthcare insurance and medical services, as well as other cost-saving tips
written to help everyday people find the health-care coverage and
services they need, when they need it most.

HIF  The Secret Trial of Robert E. Lee
Fleming, Thomas

BC-0222

In the wake of the Civil War and the destruction of much of the
South, a group of powerful men, led by Charles A. Dana, Assistant
Secretary of War, plans to convict and execute General Robert E. Lee
for the crime of treason.

HEA  The Pill Book
Silverman, Harold M.

BC-0087

BC-0267

A consumer's guide offers detailed profiles of more than 1,800 of the
most commonly prescribed drugs in America, including generic and
brand names, usual dosages, drug and food interactions, and side
effects.

HIF  World Without End
Follett, Ken

BC-0089

An anticipated sequel to "The Pillars of the Earth" (BB-2828) is set
two centuries after the building of the elaborate Gothic cathedral in
Kingsbridge, where its prior finds himself at the center of a web of
ambition and revenge that places the city at a crossroad of commerce,
medicine and architecture.
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HIF  Coming of the Storm
Gear, W. Michael

HIS  The Big Burn: Teddy Roosevelt and the Fire That
Saved America

BC-0154

Egan, Timothy

(Contact: The Battle for America, No. 1) A first entry in a new series
by the Golden Spur Award-winning authors of People of the Raven
traces the first contact between Native Americans and Europeans in
1539 as viewed by Chickasaw trader Black Shell, who witnesses the
brutal progress of Hernando de Soto's military.

Offers a dramatic account of the largest-ever forest fire in America,
which cemented Teddy Roosevelt's legacy because the heroism
shown by the forest rangers turned public opinion permanently in
favor of the forests, which Roosevelt wanted to conserve.

Home Repair/Decorating

HIF  The Lost Memoirs of Jane Austen
James, Syrie

LP-3616
HMR  Handy Household Hints from Heloise: Hundreds of
Great Ideas at Your Fingertips

What if Jane Austen's memoirs were discovered after hundreds of
years? That's the premise behind this spellbinding novel, which
delves into the secrets of Austen's life, giving readers insights into
her mind and heart.

Heloise

BC-0347

Discover Heloise's most creative ideas and tips for cleaning up,
entertaining with ease, making repairs, getting organized, taking care
of oneself, coping with nuisances, and keeping house. Filled with upto-the-minute hints, this is the handbook to turn to whenever the rice
is burned, shirts are stained, or paint gets on hands.

HIF  The Centurion's Wife
Oke, Janette

BC-0144

LP-3588

LARGE PRINT. (Acts of Faith #1) Facing the prospect of an
arranged marriage to Alban, a Roman soldier assigned to uncover the
truth behind rumors of a political execution gone awry, Leah is
secretly commissioned by the governor's wife to also discover what
really has become of this man.

HMR  Unstuff Your Life!: Kick the Clutter Habit and
Completely Organize Your Life for Good

HIF  The Hidden Flame

An organization expert featured on HGTV gets to the root of the
problem and offers an action-based plan for redirecting clutterers
from dwelling on their feelings, in a book that also offers practical
decluttering steps, including, how to effectively sort mail, how to
tackle bills and a budget and much more.

Oke, Janette

Mellen, Andrew J.

LP-3589

LARGE PRINT. (Acts of Faith #2) Abigail must choose a husband
among a Hebrew merchant, a Roman soldier, and a preacher marked
for assassination, when a sudden tragedy offers her a glimmer of
hope she could not have foreseen.

HMR  Mother Earth News Magazine
Mother Earth News

BC-0257

(December 2010/January 2011) Issue No. 243. The perfect crop for
every homestead; 11 great recipes-bread & more!; Easy homemade
bread; Save space with vertical gardening; fresh food in winter!; Go
solar for free hot water; Heirloom apples & artisan ciders; Assemble
a short-term survival kit; Best chicken breeds for eggs; Add
insulation to save money & energy; Asparagus: Plant once, harvest
for years.

HIF  The Holy Bullet
Rocha, Luis M.

BC-0066

BC-0088

The author of The Last Pope offers another fast-paced historical
thriller, this time about the conspiracy surrounding the 1981
attempted assassination of Pope John Paul II.

HMR  Mother Earth News Magazine

History

Mother Earth News

February/March 2011) Issue No. 244. Free & easy organic fertilizers.
Go solar! Heat your home; Enjoy great food: grow a kitchen garden;
Planning for a successful, sustainable future; Best veggies to grow in
the shade; All about tomatoes; Choosing a small tractor; Grow wormfree apples.

HIS  At Ground Zero: Young Reporters Who Were There
Tell Their Stories
Bull, Chris

BC-0143

BC-0233

Fledgling reporters relate their personal reactions to the September 11
attacks and their aftermath. Like most Americans, these writers are
not seasoned war correspondents. Instead, they are smart, articulate,
sensitive adults writing personal stories, memoirs in miniature, of
their coming-of-age as journalists during a time of national
tribulation.

HMR  More Extraordinary Uses for Ordinary Things: 1,715
All-new Uses for Everyday Things
Readers Digest

BC-0344

Presents cost-effective alternative uses for household objects,
including vinegar as a cleaning agent, banana peels as fertilizer, and
various household items as craft projects.
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Hobbies/Crafts

HOB  Woodburning with Style: Pyrography Lessons,
Patterns, and Projects With a Modern Flair
Easton, Simon

HOB  Making Elegant Jewelry for Special Occasions
Beadstyle Magazine

BC-0203

Just as there is often a story behind a handcrafted piece, there is a
story behind Woodburning with Style. That story begins with awardwinning woodburning artist Simon Easton, who has dubbed his
creations "wood tattoos" because they remind him of getting a tattooboth mark a surface, and both can be used to commemorate an event
or communicate a feeling. His progressive teaching style imparts
guidance while letting crafters find their own creative niche with the
art form. Beginner's will want to learn more and experienced
pyrographers will be inspired by his hip designs.

BC-0277

This book presents elegant, classy jewelry pieces that can be worn for
formal occasions, or just to add a special look to an everyday outfit.
Many of these projects would work well as bridal jewelry pieces, as
one can adapt or personalize a piece with any color choice. These 25
projects are divided into 4 chapters, crystals, pearls, wire, and other
materials, presented as beautiful necklaces, earrings and bracelets.
HOB  New Mexico Colcha Club: Spanish Colonial
Embroidery & the Women Who Saved It

HOB  The Art & Craft of Making Jewelry

Benson, Nancy C.

Gollberg, Joanna

BC-0282

Packed with hundreds of how-to photographs and time-tested tips,
this guide is an essential addition to every jeweler's library. All the
basics are comprehensively covered-sawing, piercing, solderingalong with advanced skills such as granulation, enameling, stone
setting, and casting. Create the stunning Bubbles Brooch by hollowforming silver and adding pearls. Or, make a handsome lapel pin by
cuttlefish-casting 18-karat gold; then set a brilliant sapphire on the
textured surface. Plus, every section is accompanied by a gallery of
contemporary pieces.

Colcha embroidery, growing out of a Spanish love of needlework,
flourished in the hands of colonial women in the isolated province of
New Mexico. They wished to add not only warmth but beauty to their
otherwise-practical bedding. They worked their brightly dyed
homespun yarn in a long couching stitch to create the flowing
needlework that came to be called "colcha embroidery". Women
stitched fanciful designs not only on cloth treasures to be passed
through generations but on everyday objects that were brightened by
colcha. Into their embroidery they sewed their place in history as
independent women, proud of their Hispanic heritage and ability to
bring beauty to articles that helped them survive in the often harsh
and dangerous environment.

HOB  Simply Sublime Gifts: High-style Low-sew Projects to
Make in a Snap
Kahn, Jodi

HOB  Design Your Own Tees: Techniques and Inspiration
to Stitch, Stamp, Stencil, and Silk-Screen Your Very Own TShirts
Cooke, Jennifer

BC-0352

HOB  Sewing School: 21 Sewing Projects Kids Will Love to
Make
Plumley, Amie

HOB  Fruit Bouquets: Create Your Own Gifts &
Centerpieces

BC-0350

"Sewing School" authors Amie Plumley and Andria Lisle teach a
sewing camp in Memphis, Tennessee, which has earned accolades
from delighted children and parents. When families clamored for
more, Plumley and Lisle launched a blog,
sewingschool.blogspot.com, to rave reviews. Now, they've channeled
the best of their children's sewing projects into this lively, how-tosew book for ages five and up. Featuring 21 inspired projects for
young sewers, "Sewing School" allows kids to create fabric
masterpieces with minimal supervision.

BC-0056

A homemade gift is priceless, but it doesn't have to be expensive.
Delight your loved ones with a beautiful bouquet of edible fruit
flowers, it's a delicious way to brighten anyone's day! In addition,
fruit bouquets make stunning centerpieces and add the crowning
detail to any event. This book includes full-color photos and step-bystep instructions to help you create your own fresh fruit bouquets. A
gift that is easy-to-make, inexpensive, unique and practical!

HOB  The Earring Style Book: Making Designer Earrings,
Capturing Celebrity Style and Getting the Look for Less

HOB  Sock Yarn One-Skein Wonders: 101 Patterns That
Go Way Beyond Socks!
Durant, Judith

BC-0062

A follow-up to Simply Sublime Bags instructs crafters on how to
create dozens of stylish home-made gifts with little or no sewing,
from a set of note cards and a fashion wallet to personalized baby
onesies, in a volume that is complemented by creative gift-wrapping
tips.

Sought after for her innovative use of color and pattern, professional
t-shirt designer Jennifer Cooke has created 20 do-it-yourself projects,
many can be completed in under and hour, for turning your classic
tees (and accessories) into colorful, bold, graphic personal
statements.

Cq Products

BC-0276

Wells, Stephanie

BC-0061

Reveals how to create earring designs displayed in celebrity fashion
magazines, instructing crafters on everything from jewelry-making
basics and bead wrapping to designing frames and hammering wire.

BC-0351

A veteran knitter has chosen not simply inventive sock patterns but
also more than five dozen inspired patterns for other items that can be
created from a single skein of sock yarn, including baby clothes,
scarves, hats, jewelry, cozies, bags, a dog sweater, a lampshade and
much more.
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HOR  Apocalypse of the Dead

Horror

Mc Kinney, Joe
HOR  Daughter of Darkness
Andrews, V. C.

BC-0295

After a virus turns most of the world's population into fleshing-eating
zombies, retired U.S. Marshal Ed Moore and a band of survivors
search for sanctuary from the dead and end up at an outpost in the
North Dakota grasslands that is run by a preacher who has some
frightening beliefs.

BC-0214

(Heavenstone, No. 3) Seventeen-year-old Lorelei Patio, the adopted
daughter of an insatiable vampire, falls in love with schoolmate
Buddy and desperately tries to keep her love life and home life
separate so that Buddy doesn't fall victim to her father's undying
appetites.

Juvenile
Juvenile Ages 55-8
JVE  Be Good, Bobos!

HOR  Horns

David, Erica

Hill, Joe

(Go, Diego, Go) (Fiction) Diego teams up with the Bobo brothers to
help them find gifts for their mommy on the way home, in a book
where pictures replace specific words.

LP-3590

LARGE PRINT. After his childhood sweetheart is brutally killed
and suspicion falls on him, Ig Parrish goes on a drinking binge and
wakes up with horns on his head, hate in his heart and an incredible
new power, a power he uses in the name of vengeance, only to learn
that, when it comes to revenge, the devil is in the details.

BC-0027

JVE  Chocolate Mousse for Greedy Goose
Donaldson, Julia

(Fiction) Learning good table manners has never been this much
fun!"" ""Chocolate mousse!" says greedy Goose. "Don't just grab it,"
says angry Rabbit. "Good manners are not on the menu at this meal.
Duck won't eat his carrots. Moth's eating the cloth, and Sheep would
rather sleep than wash the dishes. Thank goodness some of the
animals know how to behave.

HOR  Duma Key
King, Stephen

LP-3621

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0225)). Renting
a house on an eerily undeveloped stretch of the Florida coast after
suffering a crippling accident and ending his marriage, construction
millionaire Edgar Freemantle obsessively creates works of art that
lead him to discover unsettling elements from his landlady's
enigmatic family history.

JVE  Ruby Valentine Saves the Day
Friedman, Laurie B.

BC-0019

(Fiction) Ruby invites everyone to a grand Valentine's Day party at
her mountaintop home, but when a blizzard keeps her guests away,
she decides to take the carefully planned party into town.

HOR  Just After Sunset: Stories
King, Stephen

BC-0020

LP-3620

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-0205)). A bestselling collection of short works includes pieces that appeared in The
New Yorker, Playboy, and McSweeney's, in a volume where the
author explores endless love at a roadside honky-tonk, an exercise
bike that brings its rider on a terrifying journey, and more.

JVE  Swimming with Dolphins
Gillot, Lawrence

BC-0024

When his girlfriend Joan disappears without a trace, Gary and his
friends find a clue among her belongings that leads them to a group
called the Outsiders.

(1/2 Fiction-1/2 Non-Fiction) Pablo and his dad are having fun
swimming in the ocean. Suddenly, they are almost attacked by a
dolphin! Then, they realize the dolphin is asking for help. It wants
them to help rescue a baby dolphin! Pablo wants to help, but
suddenly he can't find his dad. FACTS: Dolphins live in the ocean
and swim like fish. However, dolphins are not fish. They are
mammals that need to breathe air, just like we do. Learn more about
dolphins, including how they communicate with each other. Who
knows? Maybe someday, people will learn how to talk with dolphins!

HOR  Blood and Ice

JVE  No Valentine for Katie

Masello, Robert

Manushkin, Fran

HOR  The Disappearance
Little, Bentley

BC-0155

BC-0090

After months of seclusion following a tragic accident, journalist
Michael Wolfe accepts an assignment in Antarctica, where the
scientists and explorers at a South Pole research station stumble upon
two bodies at the bottom of the ocean, two young people who carry a
deadly curse in their blood that allows them to rise from their tomb to
live again.

BC-0017

(Fiction) When her class celebrates Valentine's Day, Katie does not
get a valentine from anyone.
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JVE  Whales
Mc Guire, Leslie

JVE  Whiplash
BC-0022

Shealy, D. R.

BC-0025

(Non-Fiction) Get a glimpse into the lives of some of the biggest
animals on earth! Features beautiful photography and illustrations of
many different kinds of whales.

(Iron Man) In the aftermath of an attack on Pepper's father, Iron Man
resolves to discover the identity of the person behind the villainous
Whiplash.

JVE  Matt and Sid

JVE  When Spring Comes

Mc Kay, Sindy

Simpson, Yvonne

BC-0023

(Fiction) Sid jumps into Matt's cab. Sid is in a big hurry, but Matt is
too slow! Suddenly, Matt speeds up, but this causes an even bigger
problem for Sid! Fortunately, all ends well in this very humorous
story that is perfect for the very beginning reader!

BC-0018

(Fiction) What really happens when spring comes? I have a good
idea. Take a look at how spring comes, my favorite time of year! Join
author Yvonne D. Simpson in a mesmerizing exploration of spring.
Butterflies fill the air, grass grows green, and the sun smiles down.
There are so many wonderful things to see and smell When Spring
Comes!

JVE  Bugs on the Bus
Orshoski, Paul

BC-0021

JVE  Valentine Crafts

(Fiction) Jack is bringing a jar of bugs to school. Unfortunately, the
jar breaks on the bus and all the bugs escape! The result is a very
wild ride in this story filled with lots of humor and lots of flying
bugs!

Speechley, Greta

(Hobbies/Crafts) Step-by-step instructions introduce valentine crafts,
including a spinning valentine, fortuneteller, love bugs, and heart
cookies.

JVE  Dumb Bunny
Park, Barbara

JVE  Fossils

BC-0015

Squire, Ann

(Fiction) During Lucille's Easter Egg Hunt at her big fancy mansion,
Junie B. wreaks hilarious havoc when she gets stuck wearing a dumb
bunny suit instead of hunting for eggs, but the day is not a total bust
due to an eggstraspecial surprise.

JVE  Antelope
Stewart, Melissa

BC-0026

JVE  Experiments with Water
Tocci, Salvatore

JVE  Creative Kitchen Crafts

(Science)
water.

BC-0028

(Hobbies/Crafts) Provides instructions for creating useful kitchen
handicrafts , including a scratch pad, a scrubbie bag dispenser, and a
recipe book.

BC-0223

Offers nine experiments to teach the importance of

Juvenile Ages 88-12

JVE  Kathy Ross Crafts: Triangles, Rectangles, Circles, and
Squares!
Ross, Kathy

BC-0192

(Animals) Describes the physical characteristics of different kinds
of antelope, where they live, and their particular habits.

(Tinkerbell) (Fiction) Working busily to sew beautiful gowns for her
friends in anticipation of a forthcoming ball in Pixie Hollow, sewingtalent fairy Hem discovers that she has run out of time for her own
dress.

Ross, Kathy

BC-0106

(Educational) An introduction to fossils, discussing the different
types, where they are found, and how they are made.

JVE  A Dozen Fairy Dresses
Redbank, Tennant

BC-0016

JVI  The Capture
Lasky, Kathryn

BC-0232

BC-0037

(Guardians of Ga'hoole #1) (Fiction) When Soren, a barn owl, arrives
at St. Aggie's, a mysterious school for orphaned owls, he suspects
that there is more to the school than meets the eye and with his new
friend, a clever female elf owl named Gylfie, they embark on a
perilous journey to save all owls from the danger that lurks at St.
Aggie's.

(Hobbies/Crafts) Provides step-by-step instructions for twenty easy
crafts intended to teach about four basic shapes: circles, squares,
triangles, and rectangles.
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JVI  The Hatchling

JVI  The Lost Scrolls: Air

Lasky, Kathryn

Mason, Tom

BC-0043

BC-0033

(Guardians of Ga'hoole #7) (Fiction) Nyroc, the son of Kludd and
Nyra, is destined to take his dead father's place as leader of the Pure
Ones and to wreak vengeance on Soren, but as the light of goodness
dawns in his heart, Nyroc begins to doubt all that he as been taught.

(Avatar the Last Airbender) (Fiction) One of the four hidden scrolls
about the world of Avatar that contains sacred information about the
Air Nomads, including how Sokka saves the Northern Air Temple
from the Fire Nation and the truth about Aang's mysterious past.

JVI  The Journey

JVI  Be My Valentine

Lasky, Kathryn

Mongredien, Sue

BC-0038

(Guardians of Ga'hoole #2) (Fiction) Wishing to fight off evil that
exists among the owls of the Great Ga'Hoole Tree, Soren, Gylfie,
Twilight, and Digger must endure harsh training from the elders to
become Ga'Hoolian owls, and carry out their good deeds.

(Fiction) Fliss gets a card from Ryan Scott, asking her to the school
Valentine disco, but is Ryan really interested, or are the M & Ms up
to their usual tricks?

JVI  Rani: Two Friendship Tales

JVI  The Outcast
Lasky, Kathryn

BC-0030

Papademetriou, Lisa

BC-0044

BC-0046

(Disney Fairies) (Fiction) Fly with the fairies of Pixie Hollow in two
tales of friendship starring Tinker Bell’s friend Rani!

(Guardians of Ga'hoole #8) (Fiction) Having fled the Pure Ones,
Nyroc longs to fly to the Great Ga'Hoole Tree, but before he claims
his new destiny, he must travel alone through the barren and desolate
landscape of outcasts called The Beyond the Beyond.

JVI  Lightning Thief
Riordan, Rick

JVI  The Rescue

BC-0029

(Guardians of Ga'hoole #3) (Fiction) Soren has been reunited with
this sister, Eglantine, but now he must deal with the mysterious
disappearance of his mentor, Ezylryb, and in his attempt to save his
teacher must fight a formidable foe.

(Percy Jackson and the Olympians) (Fiction) Mythological monsters
and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking out of the pages
of twelve-year-old Percy Jackson's textbooks and into his life. And
worse, he's angered a few of them. Zeus's master lightning bolt has
been stolen, and Percy is the prime suspect. Now, he and his friends
have just ten days to find and return Zeus's stolen property and bring
peace to a warring Mount Olympus.

JVI  The Shattering

JVI  The Lost Scrolls: Earth

Lasky, Kathryn

Teitelbaum, Michael

Lasky, Kathryn

BC-0039

BC-0041

(Guardians of Ga'hoole #5) (Fiction) When Soren's sister, Eglantine,
disappears, Soren leads a search-and-rescue chaw through the deadly
terrain of the Beaks and faces a raging forest fire, determined to
overcome the evil Pure Ones and free his sister.

BC-0034

(Avatar the Last Airbender) (Fiction) One of the four hidden scrolls
about the world of Avatar that contains sacred information about the
Earth Nation, including how Katara inspires a group of Earthbenders
imprisoned on a Fire Nation ship to take a stand and how Aang
outsmarts King Bumi.

JVI  The Siege
Lasky, Kathryn

JVI  The Lost Scrolls: Water

BC-0040

Teitelbaum, Michael

(Guardians of Ga'hoole #4) (Fiction) As war erupts between the evil
Pure Ones and the brave owls of Ga'Hoole, Soren is summoned by
the elders to return to St. Aegolius Academy for Orphaned Owls in
order to restore peace.

BC-0035

(Avatar the Last Airbender) (Fiction) One of the four hidden scrolls
about the world of Avatar that contains sacred information about the
Water Tribes, including Katara discovering Avatar in the iceberg and
Aang learning from the Waterbending master in the North.

JVI  Thornspell
Lowe, Helen

JVI  Vexos Invasion

BC-0045

West, Tracey

(Fiction) Prince Sigismund, having grown up in a remote castle, has
had only a passing interest in the wood lying beyond the castle gates
until an encounter with a mysterious lady changes his life forever.

BC-0031

(Bakugan) (Fiction) The Bakugan Brawlers face the Vexos
Organization, who are determined to wreak havoc in the very heart of
Bakugan: Vestroia.
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Juvenile Ages Preschool

JVP  Have a Sweet Easter!
MJ Illustrations

JVP  Princess Valentine
Bryant, Megan E.

BC-0012

(Strawberry Shortcake) (Fiction) Strawberry Shortcake has planned a
berry fun Easter for her friends. First they decorate eggs, then they go
on an Easter egg hunt. Whoever finds the most eggs gets a special
surprise from Strawberry!

BC-0003

(Fiction) Princess Valentine prepares the castle for the Valentine's
Day ball with the help of her animal friends.

JVP  Peter Rabbit Easter Egg Hunt
JVP  A Fresh-n-Fruity Spring

Potter, Beatrix

Cecil, Lauren

(Fiction) As Peter Rabbit gets ready for Easter and the big Easter egg
hunt, he visits Ginger and Pickles's shop and Mr. McGregor's garden
and sees Jemima Puddle-duck.

BC-0011

(Strawberry Shortcake) (Fiction) Orange Blossom is making and
delivering bouquets for spring all over the city, but when Strawberry
Shortcake and her friends offer to help, Orange wants to do
everything by herself.

JVP  Thumper's Shapes
Richards, Kitty

JVP  My First Sleepover
Cecil, Lauren

BC-0014

(Fiction) Thumper and his sisters find many different shapes as they
play in the forest, from a triangular spiderweb to a circle of delicious
clover.

BC-0009

(Strawberry Shortcake) (Fiction) Strawberry Shortcake and her
friends plan a sleepover, but Raspberry Torte doesn't want to go.
Raspberry's nervous because she's never been to a sleepover. Can
Strawberry and her friends help Raspberry join in the fun?

JVP  St. Patrick's Day
Rockwell, Anne F.

BC-0007

(Fiction) Mrs. Madoff's students celebrate Saint Patrick's Day by
making class presentations about the history of the holiday and Irish
traditions and culture.

JVP  A Picnic Adventure
Gallo, Lisa

BC-0002

BC-0010

(Strawberry Shortcake) (Fiction) Strawberry and her friends hike to a
beautiful waterfall for a picnic. Along the way, they notice all sorts of
wonderful things like blooming flowers and cool rocks. But after the
picnic, their map blows away! How will they find their way home
now?

JVP  Easter Egg Dash!

JVP  Look at Me: Creative Learning Activities for Babies
and Toddlers

(Fiction) It's a bumpy road and Izzy is dropping her ice cream Easter
eggs all over Trucktown. Her Trucktown friends help turn her mushy
messes into fun new ice cream flavors. Lift-the-flap eggs reveal each
truck's ice cream specialty including rocky road ice cream, complete
with real chunks of road, strawberry milkshakes made with a cement
shaker, and an ice cream sundae topped with metal nuts and bolts!

Haas, Carolyn B.

Sander, Sonia

BC-0067

(Educational) Look At Me is a fun-filled book packed with exciting
projects, learning games, arts and crafts, outdoor and party activities,
poems, songs, and easy recipes.

JVP  Guess Who?: A Foldout Valentine’s Adventure
Schaefer, Lola

BC-0005

(Fiction) An interactive Valentine story combines rhyming clues with
bold photographs of endearing animals including an owl, a skunk and
a frog, in a tale that invites youngsters to open the flaps to solve each
page's riddle.

JVP  My Valentine for Jesus
Knowlton, Laurie

BC-0001

BC-0004

(Religious Fiction) A boy makes valentine hearts for everyone he
loves, but saves a special one for Jesus.

JVP  Melvin's Valentine
JVP  Berry Little Princesses

Scieszka, Jon

MJ Illustrations

(Fiction) Melvin the cement mixer worries when he cannot figure out
who gave him a valentine.

BC-0008

(Strawberry Shortcake) (Fiction) Strawberry Shortcake and her
friends are pretending to be princesses for the day. They try on lots of
dresses, dance at a fancy ball, take a walk through a beautiful garden,
go to a tea party, and more!

BC-0006

JVP  Thumper's Furry Friends
Skea, Kelsey

BC-0013

(Fiction) Thumper and his friends love to play in the meadows and
nearby streams.
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JVP  "More More More," Said the Baby

JVY  Goose Chase

Williams, Vera B.

Kindl, Patrice

BC-0139

(Fiction) Little Guy, Little Pumpkin, and Little Bird are the stars of
their own special tales, celebrating the love that is joyously generated
for babies while exploring the makeup of the family from various
perspectives.

Juvenile Ages 1313-18

JVY  Breaking Dawn
Meyer, Stephenie

JVY  Wintergirls
Anderson, Laurie H.

BC-0054

JVY  Eclipse
Meyer, Stephenie

BC-0048

(Fiction) When Ashley travels from her remote Arctic community to
New York City to perform with her Dream Drummer group at
Carnegie Hall, they meet a former environmentalist who is
determined to endanger the Earth.

JVY  Alligator Bayou
Napoli, Donna Jo



Darkwood

Breen, M. E.

BC-0055

(Fiction) Fourteen-year-old Calogero Scalise and his Sicilian family
live in small-town Louisiana in 1898, when Jim Crow laws rule and
anti-immigration sentiment is strong, so despite his attempts to follow
American customs, disaster dogs his family at every turn.

BC-0051

(Fiction) Eloquent, suspenseful, and imbued with classic fairy-tale
motifs, this riveting coming-of-age story presents a girl who must
learn to trust her instincts if she's to leave the people she is destined
to rule and prevent a war.

JVY  Touch
Prose, Francine

JVY  The Star Shack
Castle, Lila

LP-3637

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1294)).
(Twilight Saga, #3) As Seattle is ravaged by a string of mysterious
killings and a malicious vampire continues her quest for revenge,
Bella once again finds herself surrounded by danger. In the midst of
it all, she is forced to choose between her love for Edward and her
friendship with Jacob, knowing that her decision has the potential to
ignite the ageless struggle between vampire and werewolf. With her
graduation quickly approaching, Bella has one more decision to
make: life or death. But which is which?

JVY  Sila's Revenge

JVY

LP-3631

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-2391)).
(Twilight Saga, #4) In this riveting novel, questions will be answered
and the fate of Bella and Edward will be revealed.

(Fiction) Lia and Cassie are best friends, wintergirls frozen in fragile
bodies, competitors in a deadly contest to see who can be the
thinnest. But then Cassie suffers the ultimate loss-her life-and Lia is
left behind, haunted by her friend's memory and racked with guilt for
not being able to help save her. In her most powerfully moving novel
since Speak, award-winning author Laurie Halse Anderson explores
Lia's struggle, her painful path to recovery, and her desperate
attempts to hold on to the most important thing of all-hope.

Bastedo, Jamie

BC-0053

(Fiction) Rather than marry a cruel king or a seemingly dim-witted
prince, an enchanted goose girl endures imprisonment, capture by
several ogresses, and other dangers, before learning exactly who she
is.

BC-0050

(Fiction) Ninth-grader Maisie's concepts of friendship, loyalty, selfacceptance, and truth are tested to their limit after a school bus
incident with the three boys who have been her best friends since
early childhood.

BC-0049

(Fiction) Pete and Annabelle live for their summers together on
Gingerbread Beach until Annabelle becomes obsessed with astrology,
which Pete thinks is ridiculous, and so she challenges him to run an
astrology booth for the summer with her.

Inspirational/Motivational
JVY  Whirlwind
Hart, Alison

BC-0052

MOT  One Simple Act: Discovering the Power of Generosity

(Fiction) While working at Second Chance Farm, a rescue center, Jas
tries to find Whirlwind, her favorite horse that she thought had been
killed by its wealthy and unscrupulous owner.

Macomber, Debbie

An award-winning novelist illustrates how simple acts of generosity
have a lasting life-changing impact on both recipients and givers,
sharing true stories of random acts of kindness that have changed
lives in unimaginable and wonderful ways.

JVY  Spring Fling
James, Sabrina

BC-0260

BC-0047

(Fiction) Three groups of teenagers flirt, experiment with their
images, form new friendships, and hit the beach while in Miami on
spring break.
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Mystery

MYS  A Catered Birthday Party
Crawford, Isis

MYS  Bookmarked for Death
Barrett, Lorna

BC-0296

(A Mystery with Recipes, Culinary Mysteries, No. 6) When sisters
Bernie and Libby Simmons cater a canine birthday celebration for
Trudy the Pug, who is the mascot for the Colbert toy company, the
big day is marred by murder when Trudy's pugnacious owner is
poisoned, forcing Bernie and Libby to sniff out a killer among a lot of
suspects, all of whom had a bone to pick with the deceased.

LP-3573

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0539)). When
a bestselling author is found murdered in her bookstore, and the
police and media demand answers, Tricia Miles must read between
the lines to solve this mystery before it's too late.

MYS  The Widow's Revenge
MYS  There Goes the Bride
Beaton, M. C.

Doss, James

BC-0160

BC-0298

When a local widow complains she is being tormented by witches,
rancher and Ute tribal investigator Charlie Moon initially disregards
the claims until the woman defends herself at the cost of her life, a
situation that compels Charlie to look into covert activities on an
adjoining oil company field.

(Agatha Raisin Mysteries) Despite her interest in a handsome new
Frenchman, Agatha Raisin cannot get her mind off her ex-husband
James Lacey, especially when his young bride is killed right before
saying "I do" and Agatha becomes the prime suspect, leading her to
enlist the help of her sidekick Toni to solve the tricky case.

MYS  Eleven on Top
MYS  Fatally Frosted

Evanovich, Janet

Beck, Jessica

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AS-0075)). Hoping
to discontinue her career as a bounty hunter for something safer,
Stephanie Plum is inadvertently drawn into a case that is complicated
by her tangled love life, her chaotic family, and her penchant for
wrecking cars.

BC-0092

(Donut Shop, No. 2) When a local busybody meets her maker after
eating one of Suzanne's famous donuts, donut shop owner Suzanne
Hart, with everyone thinking the worst of her, must clear her name
with the help of her ex-husband Max and police inspector Jake
Bishop.

LP-3628

MYS  Hero at Large
MYS  Evidence of Murder

Evanovich, Janet

Black, Lisa

LARGE PRINT. This book is about a sexy guy who cooks a
potholder in spaghetti sauce and charms a single mom and former
world-class ice skater with the promise of a ride on his Zamboni. It's
got broken bones, giant turkeys, cantankerous cars, and Aunt Edna.

LP-3583

LARGE PRINT. Cleveland forensic investigator Theresa MacLean
probes the death of Jillian Perry, in what police think may be a
suicide, but Theresa thinks it was murder, as does Jillian's exboyfriend, who fears Jillian's infant daughter may be the next victim.

LP-3627

MYS  Sizzling Sixteen
MYS  The Chocolate Cupid Killings

Evanovich, Janet

Carl, Joanna

LARGE PRINT. Intrepid sleuth Stephanie Plum, her grandmother
and her other companions are struggling to outmaneuver a killer who
is targeting Vinnie, a case that is further complicated by Lula's
involvement in a fraudulent investment scheme.

BC-0073

This Chocoholic Mystery series finds Aunt Nettie as the unlikely
suspect in the death of a private detective. Nettie's associate must find
the real killer, whose bitter heart is definitely not made of chocolate.

MYS



MYS  Blackwork

Dusted to Death

Colley, Barbara

LP-3626

Ferris, Monica

LP-3632

BC-0224

(Needlecraft Mysteries, No. 13) Part-time sleuth and needlework
shop owner Betsy Devonshire works to clear murder suspect Leona
Cunningham and find the real killer after the victim was last seen
blaming the peaceful Wiccan and microbrewery owner for a series of
local "accidents," in a book that includes a free counted cross-stitch
pattern.

LARGE PRINT. Part Miss Marple, part Jessica Fletcher, Colley's
intrepid 60-something sleuth, Charlotte LaRue, cleans up crime while
running her Maid for a Day service. And this time, a movie shoot
provides the perfect backdrop for murder.
MYS  Dirty Rotten Tendrils
Collins, Kate

MYS  T is for Trespass

BC-0227

Grafton, Sue

(Flower Shop, No. 10) When "sue happy" singer Cody Verse's
lawyer, Ken "the Lip" Lipinski, is found murdered, and her old boss
Dave Hammond is accused of the crime, florist Abby Knight digs
through the clues to weed out the real killer.

LP-3608

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0478)).
Sociopath Solana Rojas uses a stolen identity as a private caregiver to
gain access to her intended victims while endeavoring to
outmaneuver private investigator Kinsey Millhone.
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MYS



MYS  A Deadly Row

Grave Secret

Harris, Charlain

BC-0297

Mayes, Casey

(Harper Connelly Mysteries, No. 4) Sleuth Harper Connelly and her
stepbrother Tolliver take a break from looking for the dead to travel
to Texas, where horrible childhood memories resurface and Harper
discovers what happened to her missing sister.

BC-0157

(KenKen Puzzle Mysteries) When math genius and puzzlemaker
Savannah Stone accompanies her husband, a retired police chief who
does consulting work, on his latest job, she is the only one who can
save Mayor Grady Winslow from a killer who is playing a deadly
game.

MYS  Eggsecutive Orders
Hyzy, Julie

MYS  The Price of Malice

LP-3633

Mayor, Archer

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-1146)). With
the White House's big Easter celebration approaching, the last thing
White House chef Olivia Paras needs is to be accused of murder
when an NSA big shot dies right after eating the dinner she and her
staff prepared.

BC-0229

(A Joe Gunther Novel) Joe Gunther must balance the official
investigation into the murder of Wayne Castine, a suspected child
predator, with a private probe into the possible murder of his
girlfriend Lyn Silva's father and brother, who were originally
believed lost at sea.

MYS  Murder Past Due
James, Miranda

MYS  Angel Interrupted

BC-0094

(Cat in the Stacks, No. 1) When famous author and former classmate
Godfrey Priest is murdered after only being in Athena, Mississippi
for one day, good-natured librarian Charlie Harris, with a little help
from his Maine coon cat named Diesel, must read between the lines
to catch a killer.

Mc Gee, Chaz

Trapped in limbo and searching for redemption, late cop Kevin Fahey
must help the detective who replaced him, Maggie Gunn, solve the
murder of a nurse and a kidnapping, two crimes he knows are
connected because, as a ghost, he can go where others can't.

MYS  The Day of Small Things
Lane, Vicki

BC-0156

MYS  Spin a Wicked Web

BC-0226

Mc Rae, Cricket

Deemed unfit to join the world outside of Appalachia, Least, the
victim of abuse who hears voices and has a talent for healing, must
chose between her past and the present to stop a violent killer and
save the life of an innocent child.

LP-3574

LARGE PRINT. Sophie Mae and her detective boyfriend Barr
investigate the murder of an artist found strangled with Sophie's first
homemade skein of yarn.

MYS  The Quick and the Thread

MYS  Ghost Sudoku

Lee, Amanda

Morgan, Kaye

BC-0096

(An Embroidery Mystery, No. 1) When the previous tenant is found
dead in the storeroom the morning after her grand opening shindig,
Macy Singer must unravel a tangled web of murder and betrayal in
order to clear her name and open her shop, Seven Year Stitch, to the
public.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-1148)). When
someone plasters her face all over town with the slogan Kelly for
Mayor, Sudoku maven Liza Kelly is thrust into a world of dirty
politics and murder where she must race against time to solve a
puzzling mystery, or meet the same fate as the previous mayor.

MYS  About Face
Leon, Donna

LP-3634

MYS  Locked In

BC-0341

Muller, Marcia

At the request of a carabineer investigator, Commissario Guido
Brunetti looks into illegal garbage hauling that has resulted in a
murder, while Brunetti's father-in-law asks him to investigate a
potential business partner with a mysterious wife.

BC-0228

Fully conscious but locked in an unresponsive body after being shot
by an unknown assailant, private investigator Sharon McCone lies in
a hospital bed desperately struggling to communicate and solve the
mystery of the attack, a situation that is further complicated by her
husband's growing desire for vengeance.

MYS  Willful Behavior
Leon, Donna

BC-0340

MYS  Hardball

Brunetti is approached for a favor by one of his wife's students.
Intelligent and serious , Claudia Leonardo asks for his help in
obtaining a pardon for a crime once committed by her now-dead
grandfather. Brunetti thinks little of it-until Claudia is found dead.
Soon, another corpse and an extraordinary art collection lead Brunetti
to long-buried secrets of Nazi collaboration and the exploitation of
Italian Jews-secrets few in Italy want revealed.

Paretsky, Sara

BC-0093

(A V.I. Warshawski Novel) Hired to track down a man who has been
missing for forty years, V.I. Warshawski inadvertently unearths old
skeletons from Chicago's history and her own family, a situation
marked by a young cousin she has never met and the untimely death
of a nun.
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MYS  The Professional

MYS  Death Takes the Cake

Parker, Robert B.

Wells, Melinda

BC-0158

LP-3575

Hired to counter a blackmailer who has had affairs with several
wealthy women, Boston private eye Spenser finds the case turning
violent when the women are systematically murdered, a situation that
is complicated by the discovery that not all of the blackmailer's
conquests make sense.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0541)). When
cooking school owner and cable TV star Della Carmichael agrees to
enter a televised cake competition, she doesn't realize that people
would actually kill to win until she stumbles upon a competitor
drowned in a mixing bowl full of cake batter.

MYS  A Truth for a Truth

MYS  Hothouse Orchid

Richards, Emilie

Woods, Stuart

BC-0230

(Ministry is Murder, No. 5) While investigating the murder of muchloved former minister, Godwin "Win" Dorchester, minister's wife
Aggie Sloan-Wilcox, trying to clear his widow of the crime,
discovers that Win had a dark side.

LARGE PRINT. Taking a sabbatical in the Florida town where she
was once a police chief, Special Agent Holly Barker remembers her
unsuccessful charges against a commanding officer who attempted to
rape her and considers leaving the CIA to challenge the corrupt man
for control of the police department.

MYS  A Brisket, A Casket
Rosen, Delia

LP-3623

MYS  Kisser

BC-0225

Woods, Stuart

(Deadly Deli Mysteries, No. 1) Inheriting Murray's, her uncle's
Jewish deli, Gwen Silver arrives in Nashville, Tennessee to keep his
legacy alive, but instead is faced with a greedy real estate developer,
a hunky police detective, and a murder on Kosher Karaoke Night.

LP-3624

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print BC-0181)). Hoping
to resume a quieter legal career after returning to New York from
Key West, Stone Barrington crosses paths with a beautiful Broadway
actress whose shady past places Stone and downtown police officer
Dino Bacchetti in danger.

MYS  Overkill
Teller, Joseph

BC-0095

MYS  Kisser

Harrison J. Walker, aka Jaywalker, finds his 90-percent acquittal rate
threatened by his latest case involving a 17-year-old boy who killed
another boy after a fight over a girl but who is unable to recall the
events of that day, or coherently defend himself.

Woods, Stuart

BC-0181

(Same as LP-3624) Hoping to resume a quieter legal career after
returning to New York from Key West, Stone Barrington crosses
paths with a beautiful Broadway actress whose shady past places
Stone and downtown police officer Dino Bacchetti in danger.

MYS  False Impressions
Thayer, Terri

BC-0091

MYS  Loitering With Intent

(Stamping Sister, No. 3) While trying to create new stamp designs in
time for the annual Ice Festival, professional rubber stamper and
restoration expert April Buchert is preoccupied with the rumors
surrounding the death of Mary Lou Rosen's brother, a scandal none
of the Stamping Sisters are willing to discuss.

Woods, Stuart

LP-3614

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-1213). After
being dumped by his girlfriend, Stone Barrington is looking forward
to working on a seemingly open-and-shut case in sunny Key West,
but deception and a mysterious death test the limits that Stone is
willing to go for a client.

MYS  The Red Door
Todd, Charles

New Age

LP-3591

LARGE PRINT. Investigating the death of a Lancaster woman in the
summer of 1920, Scotland Yard Detective Ian Rutledge links her
demise to the disappearance of a man who was wrongly believed to
have gone to serve in World War I, a case that is challenged by
internal dogma.

NEW  All Pets Go to Heaven: The Spiritual Lives of the
Animals We Love
Browne, Sylvia

The author draws on her psychic insights to reveal how pets fit into
the afterlife, offering comforting counsel for bereaved pet owners
while sharing uplifting tales about pets who continue their
relationship with their human companions after death.

MYS  Scoop to Kill
Watson, Wendy L.

BC-0202

BC-0159

(Mystery a la Mode) When a graduate student and the teacher he
accused of sexual harassment are found dead after the annual Honor's
Day festivities, Tally Jones, the proprietor of an old-fashioned ice
cream parlor, must get the scoop on a cold-blooded murderer.
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NEW  Heaven Talks to Children: Afterlife Contacts,
Spiritual Gifts, and Loving Messages
Duminiak, Christine

Politics

BC-0068
POL  Stones into Schools: Promoting Peace With Books, Not
Bombs, in Afghanistan and Pakistan

The author shares more than 100 never-before-published stories of
children's communications with deceased loved ones, pets and
angels.

Mortenson, Greg

Mortenson's story of his humanitarian efforts bring education into
disadvantaged Middle East regions, describing such events as the
2005 earthquake and a tense eight-day abduction by the Taliban.

Psychology/Self Help
PDY  When Dad Hurts Mom: Helping Your Children Heal
the Wounds of Witnessing Abuse
Bancroft, Lundy

Religious

BC-0201

Presenting an innovative program designed to help the youngest
victims of spousal abuse, an authority on domestic abuse and the
author of Why Does He Do That? introduces a definitive action plan
that reveals the effects of abuse on children, how the abusive partner
distorts familial relationships, and how to help youngsters overcome
the trauma of the abuse that they witnessed.

REL  More Glimpses of Heaven: Inspiring True Stories of
Hope and Peace at the End of Life's Journey
Harris, Trudy

BC-0197

REL  Angels on Call: Inspiring True Stories from the ER

A leading authority on abusive relationships offers women detailed
guidelines on how to improve and survive an abusive relationship,
discussing various types of abusive men, analyzing societal myths
surrounding abuse, and answers questions about the warning signs of
abuse, how to identify abusive behavior, how to know if one is in
danger, and more.

Lesslie, Robert D.

Romance

BC-0345

ROM  Black Magic

Many men, those experiencing unemployment for the first time in
their lives and returning war veterans among others, feel shame in
facing up to their depression and choose to downplay or avoid any
mention of their condition. Often it's left up to the women in their
lives to find a way to assist them. Board certified psychiatrist
Douglas Bey, Jr., with more than 40 years experience in this field,
provides the insight and guidance women need to identify this
condition in their men and help them obtain critical professional
assistance. With compassion and humor, Bey sheds light on the
causes of depression unique to men as well as its impact on them and
provides a game plan for their treatment. His straight-forward advice
offers care giving wives and girlfriends the tools to recognize the
symptoms of depression, to support their men through recovery, and
perhaps most importantly to maintain their own morale in the interim.

Adair, Cherry

BC-0099

When she inadvertently sends out a telepathic cry for help during a
moment of extreme danger, Sara Temple, who has rejected her
magical gifts, brings her ex-fiancé Jackson Slater, a powerful wizard,
to her side and they both discover that they have been chosen by the
Wizard Council to save the world.

ROM  Burning Up
Andersen, Susan

BC-0162

(Sisterhood Diaries) Returning home to Sugarville, Washington after
a long absence, Macy O'James, while helping out her family, vows to
hold her head high, especially at her high school reunion where
sparks fly with fire chief Gabriel Donovan who isn't her type, or so
she thinks.

PDY  The Law of Sobriety: Attracting Positive Energy for a
Powerful Recovery
Gaba, Sherry

BC-0076

The author of Angels in the ER chronicles more incidents and people
from his 25 years as an emergency room doctor, sharing the intimate
joys and struggles of nurses, doctors, patients, family and friends who
triumph despite difficult circumstances.

PDY  Loving a Depressed Man: Understand the Symptoms,
Find the Help He Needs, and Maintain Your Morale
Bey, Douglas

BC-0279

Following the success of Glimpses of Heaven, the author has
collected even more true stories of the tender beauty and pain of life's
end from medical professionals, hospice workers and her own
experiences as a hospice nurse.

PDY  Why Does He Do That: Inside the Minds of Angry and
Controlling Men
Bancroft, Lundy

BC-0339

BC-0278
ROM  Unconditional

The Life Coach on VH1's Celebrity Rehab, Sherry Gaba, offers a
new style of addiction recovery for creating and maintaining a life
filled with joy and purpose. By using seven action steps, recovery
becomes about the new life to be embraced instead of about the
addiction itself. This potent combination of the spiritual focus of the
Law of Attraction with real action steps has the power to transform
lives.

Arthur, A. C.

BC-0168

When her sister's marriage and pregnancy make her long for a family
of her own, business entrepreneur Abigail Swanson sets new goals
for herself until a routine physical changes everything.
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ROM  Bedeviled Angel

ROM  Chains of Ice

Blair, Annette

Dodd, Christine

BC-0098

BC-0208

When the children she birthed as a surrogate for a jet-setting couple
are returned to her after the couple dies, along with a guardian angel
named Chance Godricson, Queisha Saint-Denis must protect the
children while the family goes to war over their huge fortune.

Jon Powell, a Chosen One who was betrayed by his gift and is now
haunted by his memories, believes that wildlife observer Genny
Valente is the key to his salvation and will stop at nothing to possess
her.

ROM  Last to Die

ROM  Friends in Need

Brady, Kate

Early, Joan

BC-0164

While tracking a twisted killer who is punishing women for the
secrets they have kept hidden, Detective Dani Cole finds her
investigation taking a personal turn when the clues lead her to Mitch
Sheridan, a renowned photojournalist with whom she shares a painful
past.

When their seemingly perfect marriage is threatened by financial
issues and constant fighting, Joanna Carpenter Dixon and Danny,
who have always been faithful to each other, are tempted to stray,
especially when a sexually frustrated friend gets involved.

ROM  Water Bound

ROM  Deadly Intent
Brant, Kylie

BC-0235

Feehan, Christine

BC-0302

BC-0105

While investigating the abduction of a Denver tycoon's 11-year-old
daughter, forensic linguist Macy Reid, who was kidnapped when she
was a child, must confront the demons from her own past to solve
this case.

(Sea Haven, No. 1) Rescued from the depths of a freezing black eddy
off the coastal town of Sea Haven by a beautiful woman named
Rikki, Lev Prakenskii, with no memory of who he is or why he
possesses the instincts of a trained killer, fears for his life and the life
of his unexpected savior.

ROM  Infamous

ROM  Warrior Avenged

Brockmann, Suzanne

BC-0101

Fox, Addison

While consulting on a film version of the Wild West legend she'd
dedicated her career to researching, history professor Alison Carter
finds her life turned upside down by the arrival of real-life cowboy A.
J. Gallagher who has come to put an end to the false legend that has
tarnished the reputation of his family for years.

(Sons of the Zodiac #2) When Kane Montague, an immortal warrior
and assassin, is betrayed by a sexy secret agent named Ilsa, he
discovers that she is a pawn in a conspiracy, orchestrated by the
vengeful goddess Nemesis and aimed at the Zodiac Warriors.

ROM  Sizzle

ROM  Texas! Chase
Brown, Sandra

BC-0072

Garwood, Julie

LP-3593

LP-3594

LARGE PRINT. Immersed in booze and women on the rodeo circuit
in order to forget the past, the death of his wife and baby, Chase
Tyler must heal old wounds and think about the future when Marcie
Johns, in love with him since childhood, reenters his life.

LARGE PRINT. Accidentally leaving her camera running while
filming a documentary in the hills of Los Angeles, Lyra Prescott
inadvertently records a shocking crime and finds herself targeted by
the killer, a situation for which attractive FBI agent Ben Kincaid is
dispatched to protect her.

ROM  All I've Ever Wanted

ROM  The Accidental Wedding

Byrd, Adrianne

Gracie, Anne

BC-0097

(Arabesque) When single mom Kennedy St. James witnesses the
murder of an assistant district attorney, she becomes unwillingly
entangled with gorgeous homicide detective Maxwell Collier, who
vows to keep her safe from harm and awakens a fierce passion within
her, while a deadly enemy watches her every move.

After being nursed back to health by Maddy Woodford, a lovely
country girl who has five orphaned half-siblings in her charge,
diplomat Nash Renfrew pretends that he still has amnesia so that he
can stay by her side.

ROM

ROM  Santa in Montana
Dailey, Janet

BC-0231



Hill, Sandra

BC-0238

Dark Viking
BC-0234

Recruited by the Navy SEALs, stuntwoman Rita Sawyer, while on a
dangerous mission, is transported back in time and into the arms of a
virile Viking warlord who takes her captive.

During the Calder family Christmas reunion, patriarch Chase Calder,
determined to make this the best holiday yet, thinks that his widowed
daughter Cat should have a man in her life and sets in motion a series
of events that brings out the true meaning of the season.
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ROM  Compromised Hearts

ROM  Wicked Surrender

Howell, Hannah

Lee, Jade

BC-0301

When he agrees to escort Miss Emily Brockinger through the lawless
Colorado territory in exchange for her virtue, Cloud Ryder, a partCherokee drifter, meets his match in this spirited beauty who makes
him rethink his aversion to commitment.

ROM  Game Over
Keating, Taylor

ROM  Renegade

BC-0303

Leigh, Lora

When she accidentally taps into a parallel dimension via cutting-edge
technology, video game designer River Weston becomes trapped in
an alternate universe she created where a Dark Lord is waiting to take
her soul and use it to unleash evil upon the world.

ROM  Orchard Valley Brides

BC-0166

Macomber, Debbie

While in Wyoming for a conference on horse communication,
graduate student Charlie Banks assists horse trainer Nate Shawcross
with the rehabilitation of an abused stallion and finds herself drawn
to this sexy man who has a special gift with horses, and women.

BC-0103

The New York Times best-selling author presents two classic love
stories, "Norah," in which Norah Bloomfield finds unexpected love
with her former boss after he crashes his small plane in Orchard
Valley, and "Lone Star Lovin," in which Norah's friend Sherry moves
to Texas where she meets a hardworking rancher whose young son
believes she is perfect for his dad.

ROM  Running Hot
Krentz, Jayne Ann

BC-0167

After witnessing a murder, bridal shop owner Mikayla Martin takes
matters into her own hands when the police don't believe her story,
but her investigation leads her straight into the path of the killer,
forcing her to place her trust in Elite Ops agent Nikolai Steele.

ROM  One Fine Cowboy
Kennedy, Joanne

BC-0169

Scher Martin, the daughter of an actress who longs for the
respectability of marriage, becomes trapped between two men,
Brandon Cates, Viscount Blackstone, a deeply troubled man who
wants her as his mistress, and Kit Cates, Brandon's cousin, a kind
man who wants her as his wife.

LP-3609
ROM  Orchard Valley Grooms: Valerie / Stephanie

LARGE PRINT. Paired for a murder investigation by the paranormal
Arcane Society, former cop Luther Malone and aura-reading librarian
Grace Renquist find their mutual disgust dissolving into a powerful
attraction, during a case that is complicated by ruthless underground
psychics.

Macomber, Debbie

BC-0145

When sisters Valerie, Stephanie, and Norah come home to be with
their father, David, after he has a heart attack, Valerie and Stephanie
find that their father is looking after them by encouraging their
unexpected budding romances.

ROM  Luck of the Wolf
Krinard, Susan

BC-0304

ROM  Finding Perfect

An outcast in his noble werewolf clan, Cort Renier arrives in San
Francisco seeking fortune and revenge, but instead finds himself
captivated by mysterious beauty Aria di Reinardus, who refuses to
reveal her true identity to him.

Mallery, Susan

BC-0163

(Fool's Gold) When her best friend dies, leaving her three frozen
embryos, Pia O'Brian, determined to do the right thing, decides to
become a single mother, but fate has other plans for her when she
runs into Raoul Moreno on her way to the clinic.

ROM  The Elusive Bride
Laurens, Stephanie

LP-3585

ROM  Worth the Trip

LARGE PRINT. An ex-officer of he Crown, on a mission to take
down a deadly enemy known only as the Black Cobra, encounters a
woman he never dreamed of seeing again who joins him in a battle
against evil on the high seas.

ROM



Mc Call, Penny

BC-0307

When her con-artist father, who has managed to conceal the location
of his stolen bank loot for 15 years, is released from prison,
behavioral psychologist Norah MacArthur finds herself under the
protection of infuriating, yet sexy, FBI agent Trip Jones.

The Untamed Bride

Laurens, Stephanie

LP-3586

ROM  Deadly Deals

LARGE PRINT. Colonel Derek Delborough unites with Delilah
Duncannon in an attempt to vanquish a deadly foe known only as the
Black Cobra, but they struggle to not succumb to the passion raging
between them.

Michaels, Fern

BC-0266

After spending Thanksgiving with their loved ones on Big Pine
Mountain, the ladies of the Sisterhood prepare to assist attorney
Lizzie Fox in breaking up an illegal baby-selling ring.
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ROM  Body Heat

ROM  Montana Glory

Novak, Brenda

Ryan, R. C.

BC-0161

(Department 6) While investigating the murder of illegal aliens in
Bordertown, a small town along the U.S. side of the Arizona/Mexico
border, ex-Army Ranger Jose Falconer regrets his new assignment
when he runs into the one woman he has never been able to forget.

ROM  Killer Heat
Novak, Brenda

BC-0236
ROM  Two Lethal Lies

(Department 6) Hired by the Yavapai County sheriff to assist in
solving the murders of seven women in Skull Valley, Arizona, Jonah
Young, a private security operative from Department 6, finds his
assignment complicated by his new partner, Francesca Moretti,
whom he betrayed 10 years ago.

Solomon, Annie

BC-0237
ROM  Seduced by the Wolf

(The Bounty Hunters, No. 1) When she gets into serious trouble
while in the witness protection program, Haley King turns to her
estranged husband, the only person she can trust, for help, and as
danger comes at them from all sides, they discover that their love for
each other is still very much alive.

Spear, Terry

BC-0306
ROM  The Mists of Time

After Wardwell scientists force him to undergo experimental gene
therapy, NFL superstar Jesse Bradford finds his new superhuman
body becoming dangerous and volatile, especially around Dr. Liliana
Carrera.

Squires, Susan

LP-3580

LARGE PRINT. While spying on Sir Harry Valentine, her new
neighbor who is rumored to have killed his fiancé, Olivia Bevelstoke
finds the tables turned when he, tired of her prying eyes, decides to
meddle in her private affairs.

ROM  A Bewitching Bride
Thornton, Elizabeth

BC-0305
ROM  Devil's Highlander

Reye and Stephen embark on a reckless love affair during their last
year of college, but go their separate ways after graduation and
realize too late that they belong together, forever.

Wolff, Veronica

BC-0100

Tormented by the kidnapping of his twin brother years earlier, war
hero-turned-fisherman Cormac MacAlpin must confront his past once
and for all when his childhood friend Marjorie Keith comes back into
his life, begging for his help in finding a missing boy.

ROM  Montana Destiny
Ryan, R. C.

BC-0300

Caught in a compromising position with Gavin Hepburn, a true
psychic, Kate Cameron is forced into a marriage of convenience with
this mysterious man who claims he is her protector, and her destiny.

ROM  Reye's Gold
Robinson, Ruthie

BC-0165

Romance novelist Diana Dearborn is transported back in time to the
world of Camelot where she comes face-to-face with Sir Gawain, a
handsome knight, and the hero of her current project, and together
they must stop an ancient, evil force from wreaking havoc in the
present.

ROM  What Happens in London
Quinn, Julia

BC-0104

Featuring Cassie Roux, a biologist who is trying to prove to the world
that wolves are not evil predators, this latest installment in the
paranormal werewolf series follows Leidolf Wildhaven, a red lupus
guru pack leader, who believes that Cassie is the answer to saving his
pack from extinction.

ROM  Stronger than Sin
Pineiro, Caridad

BC-0239

When a series of murders are linked to him, and his daughter is
ripped from his arms, Mitch Turner, who has been on the run since
his daughter was born, turns to a beautiful stranger for help in finding
his child and stopping a dangerous predator who is using them as
pawns in his deadly game.

ROM  Play Dirty
O'Clare, Lorie

BC-0137

The last thing in the world Zane McCord wants is a wife. But after
returning home to the family ranch in Montana to help his cousins
search for the lost treasure that is their legacy, Zane can't help notice
that love and marriage seem to be contagious. Both his cousins have
succumbed, but he refuses. Determined to stay a bachelor till he dies,
Zane wants to devote his time to filming documentaries and taking
care of the ranch, and then Riley Mason walks into his life.

BC-0136

After stumbling upon a clue to the legendary McCord gold,
emergency medic Marilee Trainor is targeted by a mysterious killer,
forcing her to turn to irresistible playboy Wyatt McCord, a man she
doesn't know if she can trust.
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SFF  Fear the Alien

Science Fiction

Dunn, Christian
SFF  Blood Pact
Abnett, Dan

BC-0240

(A Guant's Ghost Novel, Warhammer 40,000: Sabbat World) The
men of the Tanith First-and-Only await news of their next
deployment, but when an enemy prisoner is brought in for
interrogation, Gaunt is drawn into a murderous web of intrigue.

SFF  Damage Time
Harvey, Colin

BC-0315

With the help of the fabled 7th United States Cavalry and Teddy
Roosevelt, a 20th-century time-traveling, gun-toting family must stop
a diabolical scheme for world domination that could forever change,
and destroy, history.

SFF  The Winds of Dune
Herbert, Brian

SFF  Enigma
Bentley, C. F.

BC-0309

As the sea-levels rise in New York City, Detective Pete Shah, who,
serving with the NYPD as a Memory Association Specialist, reads
the last memories of murder victims, is accused of killing a
glamorous woman in a bar and must race against time to save
himself.

SFF  Written in Time
Ahern, Jerry

BC-0171

(Warhammer 40,000) Featuring contributions from Dan Abnett,
Aaron Dembski-Bowden and Nick Kyme, this ultimate collection of
stories, set in the grim future of Warhammer 40,000, follows the
Space Marines as they attempt to eradicate such xenos threats as the
orks, the tyranid and the necrons.

BC-0111

In the wake of Paul's disappearance, Jessica battles against her
daughter, Alia, who would hold the Imperial government together
with Duncan, a situation that is further complicated by Bronso of Ix's
opposition against the House of Atreides.

BC-0107

Their planet isolated from the rest of the universe for many
generations, High Priestess Sissy and Confederated Star System
Agent Jake travel to a space station in the hopes of establishing
diplomatic relations, an effort that is compromised by an alien
spaceship crash.

SFF  The Clone Empire
Kent, Steven L.

SFF  The Return
Bova, Ben

BC-0110

Astronaut Keith Stoner returns to Earth after a century exploring
space and discovers disastrous greenhouse flooding,
ultraconservative religious-based governments, and the world on the
brink of nuclear war and decides to save the planet, but must save
himself first.

SFF  Firedrake
Kyme, Nick

BC-0241

When a man with half a face offers ex-engineman Ralph Mirren a
chance to push a ship to an undisclosed destination, Ralph, whose
destiny is controlled by the Nada-Continuum, finds redemption and
mystery on a distant colony world.

SFF  Destroyer of Worlds
Niven, Larry

BC-0311

A tale set 10 years after the events in Juggler of Worlds traces the
reluctant efforts of the Puppeteers to counter onrushing alien refugees
who are ransacking the planets they pass on their way toward the
Fleet of Worlds.

SFF  In the Stormy Red Sky
Drake, David

BC-0313

(Warhammer 40,000: Tome of Fire) When Chaplain Elysius of the
Salamanders is captured by the dark edar, he must fight for his
survival at the hands of these cruel aliens while the Firedrakes of 1st
Company prepare to rescue him since he holds the key to the
salvation of their home world.

SFF  Engineman
Brown, Eric

BC-0308

Exiled to the farthest reaches of the galaxy and used as a target for
live-fire training activities, clone soldier Lieutenant Wayson
Harrison, born with an addiction to battle, unleashes his rage against
the Unified Authority Fleet, leading an army bent on revenge.

BC-0108

Space captain Daniel Leary and accomplished spy Lady Adele
Mundy must contend with a furious senator with deadly intentions, a
body ruler of a star cluster who thinks he's a god and a powerful
enemy base.

SFF  The War After Armageddon
Peters, Ralph

BC-0172

The best-selling author of The War in 2020 imagines a postapocalyptic war launched by America in retaliation against Islamic
extremists who have used nuclear weapons to destroy Los Angeles,
Israel and parts of Europe, a battle that is complicated by anti-Muslim
Christian zealots.
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SFF  Death Troopers

SUS  Beneath the Dark Ice

Schreiber, Joe

Beck, Greig

BC-0310

(Star Wars) A horror tale set in the Star Wars universe follows the
harrowing experiences of the crew of an Imperial prison barge that
scavenges an abandoned Star Destroyer when their own ship breaks
down, a mission after which surviving team members bring back a
lethal infection.

SUS  The Paris Vendetta

Sports/Recreation

Berry, Steve

BC-0070

Tips and techniques tested and proven to work, this guide for both
novice and experienced hunters provides new tactics for tracking and
shooting big game in any type of setting.

SUS  The Bricklayer
Boyd, Noah

SPO  K2: Life and Death on the World's Most Dangerous
Mountain
Viesturs, Ed

A first American mountaineer to have ascended all 14 of the world's
8,000-meter peaks explores the history of K2 as reflected by six
dramatic climbing campaigns, describing the tragedies that have
marked many attempts as well as his own near-fatal 1992 ascent.

SUS  Breaking the Rules
Bradford, Barbara T.

Suspense

BC-0243

Having changed her named to "M" to put a terrifying past behind her,
a world-famous fashion model and wife to actor Larry Vaughan must
do whatever she needs, even break the rules, to protect those she
loves when a deadly psychopath re-enters her life.

SUS  True Blue
BC-0184

SUS  The Lost Symbol

Fresh out of prison, disgraced ex-cop Mason "Mace" Perry," along
with the help of her police chief sister, aids Roy Kingman, a lawyer
trying to track down the killer of one of his law partners, all while a
U.S. attorney looks for any reason to put Mace back behind bars.

Brown, Dan

BC-0321

(Same as LP-3453) The eagerly awaited follow-up to the best-selling
The Da Vinci Code once again features Robert Langdon and weaves
five years of the author's research into the story's twelve-hour
timeframe, in an exhilarating thriller that is full of surprises.

SUS  13 1/2
Barr, Nevada

LP-3582

LARGE PRINT. The FBI recruits Steve Vail, an agent it has just
fired, to solve an extortion plot by a group that is killing human
targets one by one unless the bureau gives them cash, with the dollar
amount and body count escalating each time the agency does not pay
up.

BC-0069

Baldacci, David

LP-3595

LARGE PRINT. Awakened by a housebreaking stranger who is
revealed to be a friend of Henrik Thorvaldsen and the father of a
young man he once tried to save, Cotton Malone flees with the
intruder when they are pursued by a shadowy organization that is
hiding a dangerous Napoleon-era secret.

SPO  1001 Hunting Tips: The Ultimate Guide - Deer,
Upland Game and Birds, Waterfowl, Big Game
Underwood, Lamar

BC-0173

When a plane crashes into the Antarctic ice, exposing an enormous
cave system, Captain Alex Hunter and his commandos, along with a
team of scientists, are sent in to investigate, but instead of finding
survivors, they discover an ancient terror that kills to survive.

BC-0325
SUS  Black Sun

Single mother of two Polly Deschamps's wedded bliss upon marrying
architect Marshall Marchand soon turns to fear as his moods darken,
due, Polly believes, to the sway of Marshall's brother, Danny, and she
wonders what the brothers' dark secret could be and whether it has
anything to do with the infamous "Butcher Boy" murders of 1971.

Brown, Graham

BC-0174

When she stumbles upon a translucent Mayan stone that generates
massive waves of energy, NRI operative Danielle Laidlaw, along
with an archaeology professor and a renegade American mercenary,
must race against time to stop the apocalypse.

SUS  Mariposa
Bear, Greg

BC-0322

SUS  Smash Cut

When the Talos Corporation threatens to subvert the American
government with the mind-altering Mariposa program, it is up to FBI
agents William Griffin, Rebecca Rose and Nathan Trace to stop the
military-contracting company and its ruthless CEO before it's too
late.

Brown, Sandra

BC-0120

Hired by a woman who believes that the accidental shooting of her
Atlanta businessman friend was actually orchestrated by the victim's
depraved nephew, famed defense lawyer Derek Mitchell comes to
realize that the nephew is a psychotic movie buff who enjoys acting
out favorite violent film plots.
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SUS  Nine Dragons
Connelly, Michael

SUS  Pursuit of Honor
BC-0117

Flynn, Vince

BC-0150

Investigating the shooting death of a Chinese liquor store owner,
detective Harry Bosch identifies a suspect as a Los Angeles member
of a Hong Kong triad only to have his daughter go missing, a
situation that prompts his high-stakes search across the Pacific.

In a newest addition to the saga of CIA super agent Mitch Rapp,
fearless Americans must risk their lives for their country's security,
fighting a covert war that can never be discussed, even with their own
political leaders.

SUS  Scarpetta

SUS  Even Money

Cornwell, Patricia

LP-3612

Francis, Dick

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-0250)). Leaving
behind her Charleston forensic pathology practice to accept an
assignment in New York City, Kay Scarpetta learns the story of an
injured psychiatric patient who claims he was attacked by a stalker
who was killing someone else at the time.

The acclaimed best-selling father-and-son writing team of Silks and
Dead Heat deliver another gripping thriller with a thoroughbred
racing backdrop, in which a mysterious stranger, claiming to be
bookmaker Ned Talbot's father, ends up dead.

SUS  The Neighbor

SUS  The Front
Cornwell, Patricia

Gardner, Lisa

LP-3613

BC-0265

In the wake of a wife and mother's disappearance from her suburban
home, an ensuing police investigation focuses on the missing
woman's husband, whose suspicious behavior reveals cracks in their
seemingly idyllic family life.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1269)).
Dispatched by the district attorney to a declining Massachusetts
neighborhood to address a case related to a public relations
campaign, state investigator Win Garano suspects a deeper agenda
and becomes involved with a loosely organized association of
vigilante police officers.

SUS  The Twelve
Gladstone, William

SUS  The Scarpetta Factor
Cornwell, Patricia

BC-0114

BC-0185

Living in a world of colors and numbers in which he is dissociated
from others throughout his youth, autistic Max has a near-death
experience that reveals the names of 12 individuals of unknown
significance who Max gradually tracks down while the world
approaches the Mayan "end of time" date in 2012.

BC-0183

Forensic expert Kay Scarpetta is surrounded by familiar faces, yet
traveling down the unfamiliar road of fame. A CNN producer wants
her to launch a TV show called "The Scarpetta Factor." But the glare
of the spotlight could make Kay a target.

SUS  The Law of Nines
SUS  Knockout
Coulter, Catherine

Goodkind, Terry
LP-3636

BC-0182

Targeted inexplicably for an unknown aspect of his identity,
Alexander Rahl loses everything he has ever cared about and
determinedly sets about ensuring his survival and turning the tables
on his attackers.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-2467)).
Traveling with her mother to Georgia in the aftermath of her father's
death, seven-year-old telepath Autumn Backman discovers her own
family's murderous activities, desperately contacts FBI agent Dillon
Savich, and promptly disappears, prompting a large-scale manhunt.

SUS  On Target
Greaney, Mark

SUS  Gator A-Go-Go
Dorsey, Tim

BC-0246

After being betrayed by the CIA, Court Gentry, a master assassin
known as the Gray Man, is forced to work for them once again when
an old comrade returns from the grave, requesting that he pull off a
nearly impossible kidnapping.

LP-3587

LARGE PRINT. After a Miami crime gang ruins his spring break by
targeting a snitch's son, drug-addled Serge A. Storms and his equally
bloodthirsty deputy, Coleman, aim to track down the gang members
and take them out.

SUS  Money to Burn
SUS  Frozen Fire

Grippando, James

Evans, Bill

LARGE PRINT. Presents a story of greed and murder set in the highstakes atmosphere of New York's Wall Street.

BC-0180

In the aftermath of a billionaire's attempt to tap resources under the
Atlantic ocean and a retaliatory act of eco-terrorism on the planet, the
billionaire's security chief, who is under suspicion for the terror
attack, and scientist Sam Briscoe team up to seal an ocean-floor break
that is releasing toxic gas and threatening all life on the planet.
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LP-3617

SUS  The Appeal

SUS  Burn

Grisham, John

Howard, Linda

LP-3607

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0349)). When a
judge returns a verdict against a chemical company accused of
dumping toxic waste in a small Mississippi town, the company's
billionaire owner seeks to influence the appeal process by using his
money to "buy" a seat on the state Supreme Court.

SUS  I, Sniper

SUS  The Associate
Grisham, John

BC-0176

Lottery winner Jenner Redwine befriends kindhearted heiress Sydney
Hazlett, who invites Jenner on a charity cruise aboard a luxury liner.
But what Jenner gets is more like a Hitchcock movie than a "Love
Boat" episode when she's taken hostage.

Hunter, Stephen

LP-3606

BC-0135

(A Bob Lee Swagger Novel) Stephen Hunter's Bob Lee Swagger
faces off against one of his most ruthless adversaries yet to clear the
name of a fellow soldier-in-arms.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-0309)).
Promising law school graduate Kyle McAvoy's dark secret is
discovered by some unscrupulous characters who blackmail him into
taking a job with a prestigious law firm, where he participates in an
illegal and dangerous scheme.

SUS  Night of Thunder
Hunter, Stephen

SUS  A Darker Place
Higgins, Jack

BC-0264

The defection of famous Russian writer and ex-paratrooper
Alexander Kurbsky appears to be a victory for Western interests until
it is revealed that Kurbsky is a secret agent out to infiltrate British
and American intelligence.

SUS  Running Scared
Jackson, Lisa

SUS  Deeper Than the Dead
Hoag, Tami

SUS  Fire and Ice
Jance, J. A.

BC-0177

(Bishop/Special Crimes Unit) Noah Bishop's Special Crimes Unit
teams up with Haven, the civilian agency he helped launch, to
investigate a series of brutal murders and take on the Church of the
Everlasting Sin and its charismatic leader, the Reverend Samuel.

SUS  Eight Days to Live
Johansen, Iris

BC-0244

After Eve Duncan's adopted daughter, Jane, paints a portrait called
"Guilt," a mysterious cult targets the young artist, deciding that she
only has eight days to live, during which time they plan on forcing
her to lead them to priceless ancient treasure.

SUS  Blood Ties
BC-0175

(Bishop/Special Crimes Unit) When part of a murdered body is
discovered on a running trail in a sleepy Tennessee town, three agents
from the FBI's elite Special Crimes Unit are dispatched to investigate
and discover an unearthly series of killings.

SUS  Storm Cycle
Johansen, Iris

SUS  Burn
Howard, Linda

BC-0116

(Same as LP-3439) (A Beaumont and Brady Novel) The best-selling
author of such works as Damage Control and Justice Denied presents
a latest high-stakes thriller featuring the collaborative efforts of Beau
and Brady.

SUS  Blood Sins

Hooper, Kay

BC-0119

Haunted by the fear that her adopted son Jon, who is now 15, will be
taken away, Kate Summers finds herself trapped in a living
nightmare when someone will go to any lengths, including murder, to
claim him, forcing her to trust a mysterious stranger who has secrets
of his own.

BC-0319

A California town is rocked to its core when two boys and a girl
stumble upon a murder victim, drawing Special Agent Tony Mendez
into a search for a psychopathic serial killer called "The See No Evil
Killer," but as his probe continues, he realizes that the killer may be
the father of one of the boys and enlists the aid of their teacher, Anne
Navarre, to uncover the truth.

Hooper, Kay

BC-0032

(A Bob Lee Swagger Novel) While in the heart of Dixie for a weeklong NASCAR event, Marine Corps master sniper Bob Lee Swagger
faces off against an adversary known as Sinnerman while coping with
corrupt police, meth dealers, and fanatical evangelicals.

BC-0121

In a tale co-written by an Edgar-winning author, computer genius
Rachel Kirby struggles with the imminent death of her seriously ill
sister before she receives a mysterious e-mail from John Tanek, an
archaeologist who may know of a cure and who has been trapped
inside a collapsed Egyptian tomb by dangerous adversaries.

LP-3625

(Also available in regular print (BC-0176)). Lottery winner Jenner
Redwine befriends kindhearted heiress Sydney Hazlett, who invites
Jenner on a charity cruise aboard a luxury liner. But what Jenner gets
is more like a Hitchcock movie than a "Love Boat" episode when
she's taken hostage.
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SUS  Black Friday

SUS  I, Alex Cross

Kava, Alex

Patterson, James

BC-0112

When terrorists attack the largest mall in America, FBI profiler
Maggie O'Dell, while sifting through the debris for answers,
discovers that her brother is involved and that another attack could
happen in less than 24 hours.

SUS  Blood and Bone
Lashner, William

BC-0245

Determined to capture the psychopath responsible for murdering his
niece, Alex Cross discovers that the young woman was among a
dangerous group of people and was not the only one to have
disappeared, in a case that draws Alex into the heart of an underworld
fantasy club.

SUS  The 8th Confession

LP-3576

Patterson, James

LARGE PRINT. Enjoying a life of minimal responsibility after
botching a promising athletic career, Kyle is wrongfully implicated in
the murder of his father's former law partner and finds himself
questioned about his father's own death twelve years earlier.

BC-0271

When celebrated couple Isa and Ethan Bailey become the victims of
a murder in which no evidence is left at the scene, Lindsay Boxer
begins an investigation, while reporter Cindy Thomas probes the
killing of a preacher who may not have been as saintly as he
appeared.

SUS  Next Time You See Me
Lief, Katia

SUS  Fantasy in Death

BC-0323

When her partner, and husband, goes missing after the brutal murder
of his parents, Detective Karin Schaeffer, fearing the worst, searches
for the truth surrounding his disappearance, which exposes his
darkest secrets.

Robb, J. D.

BC-0115

Investigating the bizarre murder of a millionaire video game maven
within a locked room, NYPSD Lieutenant Eve Dallas is baffled by a
lack of suspects and the victim's demise in spite of his considerable
resources.

SUS  You Are Next
Lief, Katia

SUS  The Doomsday Key

BC-0248

When the serial killer who destroyed her life escapes from prison,
former Detective Karin Schaeffer, refusing to run and hide, takes a
stand against this twisted psychopath before he harms any more of
her family.

Rollins, James

SUS  Bad Things
Marshall, Michael

BC-0317

Three years after losing his 4-year-old son in a bizarre accident
involving a lake jetty, John finds his precarious hold on a normal life
destabilized when he receives an e-mail from a stranger claiming to
know the truth, a situation that triggers a terrifying sequence of
events.

SUS  Swept Aside
Sala, Sharon

LP-3579

LARGE PRINT. Defense attorney Paul Madriani gets caught in a
web of deceit and murder involving Cold War secrets, a rare coin
dealer who once worked for the CIA, and a furious assassin.

SUS  Rough Country
Sandford, John

BC-0247

(Virgil Flowers) Investigating the shooting murder of a kayaker at a
women-only Minnesota resort, investigator Virgil Flowers finds more
suspects than anticipated including the victim's fellow patrons and a
talented local country singer, a case that is further complicated by the
discovery of other murders.

SUS  Cold Dawn
Neggers, Carla

BC-0122

After surviving a school shooting, Amalie Pope retreats to Louisiana
where she, after a tornado rips through bayou country, is held hostage
by four escaped prisoners who are wounded, desperate and extremely
dangerous, with the exception of one, who is an undercover DEA
operative.

SUS  Guardian of Lies
Martini, Steve

LP-3581

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-2362)). At
Princeton University, a famed geneticist dies inside a biohazard lab.
In Rome, a Vatican archaeologist is found dead in St. Peter's Basilica.
In Africa, a U.S. senator's son is slain outside a Red Cross camp. The
three murders on three continents bear a horrifying connection: all the
victims are marked by a Druidic pagan cross burned into their flesh.

BC-0318

(Black Falls, No. 3) The small town of Black Falls, Vermont, finally
feels safe again, until search-and-rescue expert Rose Cameron
discovers a body, burnt almost beyond recognition. Almost. Rose is
certain that she knows the victim's identity, and that his death was no
accident.
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SUS  Triple Cross

Southwest

Sullivan, Mark T.

BC-0326

When his team is killed by a paramilitary force that has taken as
hostages the A-list members of an elite resort, Mickey Hennessy, a
former U.S. special agent, makes it out alive but resolves to risk his
life in order to rescue his three children, who are among the hostages.

SW  Bless Me, Ultima
Anaya, Rudolfo

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (SW-0094)). Award
winning, widely acclaimed novel of the maturing of a young boy
amid the passions of village life when the Curandera Ultima, a healer
rich in wisdom and the power for good, joins his family.

SUS  Nowhere to Hide
Thompson, Carlene

BC-0324

Returning to Aurora Falls to help her family, journalist Marissa Gray
is plunged into a terrifying nightmare, linked to her best friend's
murder years earlier, when an attempt is made on her life and other
strange events start happening, forcing her to unearth the secrets of
this close-knit town that someone wants buried forever.

True Crime
Crime
TRU  Lie After Lie
Bricker, Lara

SUS  Early Warning
Walsh, Michael

BC-0178

TRU  Shake the Devil Off: A True Story of the Murder That
Rocked New Orleans
Brown, Ethan

SUS  Face of Betrayal

BC-0338

Documents the sensational murder of bartender Addie Hall by suicide
victim Zackery Bowen, an Iraq veteran whose relationship with
Addie had caused them to be featured by news outlets as symbolic of
the New Orleans spirit, in an account that features the author's
investigation into Bowen's motivations.

BC-0320

Television reporter Cassidy Shaw, federal prosecutor Allison Pierce
and FBI agent Nicole Hedges team up to investigate the mysterious
disappearance of 17-year-old Senate page Katie Converse who was
troubled by her relationship with an older man, possibly a senator.

TRU  Lost and Found: The True Story of Jaycee Lee
Dugard and the Abduction That Shocked the World

SUS  Mounting Fears
Woods, Stuart

BC-0337

In this gripping account, the author, a journalist and private
investigator, reveals how investigators and state police finally
brought James Keown, who, maintaining a front of affluence, killed
his wife to get the money he so desperately needed, to justice.

When international cyber-terrorists help radical insurgents breach the
highest levels of national security, Devlin, the NSA's most lethal
weapon, goes up against an enemy more violent and ruthless than the
world has ever known.

Wiehl, Lis

LP-3618

Glatt, John

LP-3615

BC-0262

A case repeatedly featured on "America's Most Wanted," this
disturbing true account tells the story of Jaycee Lee Dugard, who,
held hostage for 18 years by registered sex offender Phillip Garrido,
who sexually abused her and fathered her two children, was finally
found by authorities two hours away from her childhood home.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-0248)). In the
aftermath of the vice president's unexpected death, President Will
Lee finds his efforts to select a replacement hampered by a
contender's secret misdeeds, a rogue CIA agent's vengeful plot
against the first lady, and a nuclear threat in Pakistan.

SUS  Santa Fe Dead

TRU  Most Evil: Avenger, Zodiac, and the Further Serial
Murders of Dr. George Hill Hodel

Woods, Stuart

Hodel, Steve

LP-3622

BC-0195

A veteran LAPD homicide detective who discovered that his own
father was the Black Dahlia killer shares his subsequent
investigations into his father's other criminal activities, which the
author believes include unsolved murders spanning more than six
decades.

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-0605)). When
the wife who had hired an assassin to kill him escapes from police
custody, attorney Ed Eagle struggles to survive and protect the life of
his new girlfriend, a situation that is further challenged by the
questionable credibility of a new client.

TRU  Dead But Not Forgotten
Hunt, Amber

BC-0134

Eighteen years after comic-book-shop owner Michael George got
away with murdering his wife Barbara, the case is reopened by a new
district attorney who found overlooked evidence that proves
Michael's guilt, but after a judge overturns the case, many are left to
wonder if justice will ever be served.
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TRU  Blood Ambush
Johnson, Sheila

Western

BC-0133

In this twisted true tale of betrayal and murder in a small Alabama
town, Darlene Roberts is gunned down by her husband's ex-wife
Barbara Ann Roberts and her millionaire neurosurgeon lover, but
only one of them is convicted of the crime.

WES  Strongheart
Bendell, Don

When his father's bowie knife, his stepfather's Colt .45 Peacemaker
and government papers are stolen by the ruthless McMahon brothers,
Joshua Strongheart, a son of both the white and Sioux worlds, will
stop at nothing to recover his birthrights and the secret papers.

TRU  What She Always Wanted
Kimball, Camille

BC-0263

In this gripping true story, Marjorie Orbin, the wife of a wealthy
jewelry dealer, brutally murdered and mutilated her husband a
beloved member of their community, in her quest to reach the heights
of fame and fortune.

WES  The Killing Shot
Boggs, Johnny D.

Markowitz, Susan

BC-0196

This powerful true account details the murder of 15-year-old
Nicholas Markowiz, who was killed by a vicious drug dealer, and
follows a mother's 9-year quest to bring her son's killer to justice and
to rebuild her family after this senseless crime.

WES Avenging Angels
Brandt, Lyle

Phelps, M. William

BC-0194

In this horrific true crime story, ex-con and personal trainer Timothy
"Tracey" Humphrey, after raping and brutalizing aspiring model
Sandee Rozzo for two days, manipulated his new bride, Ashley
Laney, into killing Sandee before she testified against him.

WES  .45-Caliber Widow Maker
Brandvold, Peter

LP-3561

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AX-1187)). Cuno
Massey is determined to start a new, peaceful life. But when he
comes across a prison wagon under attack by a gang of outlaws hellbent on releasing four hardened convicts, Cuno does his best to keep
the murderous animals where they belong, in their cage.

TRU  Bone Crusher
Rosencrance, Linda

BC-0249

(The Lawman, No. 7) When an entire family is murdered near the
lawless town of Alva, Kansas, Deputy U.S. Marshal Jack Slade goes
up against a man who, calling himself the Prophet, sends his
"Avenging Angels" out to execute the people on his chosen list of
sinners, and Jack is next.

TRU  Kill for Me

BC-0261

When one of his victims escapes, serial killer Larry Bright, who has
raped and murdered countless women throughout Illinois, is finally
brought to justice, but police, after interviewing other women who
survived their encounters with him, soon discover that this
investigation is far from over.

WES  Helldorado
Brandvold, Peter

BC-0127

When bounty hunters Lou Prophet and his partner Louisa
Bonaventure seek a fresh start in Juniper, Wyoming, which had once
been called "Helldorado," they are welcomed by a hail of bullets and
decide to clean up the town once and for all.

TRU  Blood Frenzy
BC-0336

Describes how, after David Gerard brutally attacked his girlfriend,
Frankie Cochran, who miraculously survived, police began to suspect
him of other vicious crimes and worked to find the evidence needed
to put Gerard behind bars.

WES  And Kill Them All: Taken from the Adventures of
Texas Ranger Lucius Dodge
Butts, J. Lee

TRU  Cold as Ice: A True Story of Murder, Disappearance,
and the Multiple Lives of Drew Peterson
Smith, Carlton

BC-0253

While hauling criminals to Utah, Deputy U.S. Marshal Reilly
McGilvern is attacked and left for dead until Bloody Jim Pardo, who
wants to avenge the Civil War, comes to his rescue believing him to
be a fearsome criminal, and an asset to his cause.

TRU  My Stolen Son: The Nick Markowitz Story

Scott, Robert

BC-0191

BC-0327

Fifteen-year-old Clementine Webb will stop at nothing to get revenge
on the men who killed her family, vowing to hunt them down, one by
one, with the help of Texas Ranger Lucius Dodge and his compatriot
Boz Tatum.

BC-0193

This true account delves into one of the most complex crime cases in
modern American history, the mystery surrounding the death of Drew
Peterson's wife and the disappearance of his subsequent wife.
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WES  The Skeleton Riders

WES  Longarm and the Mark of the Cat

Cole, Jackson

Evans, Tabor

LP-3562

LARGE PRINT. The tide of terror was mounting in Red River
country. Vicious swarms of masked riders descended on the territory,
fouling the land with blood. With ranchers under siege and the
marshal in a coffin, only Ranger Jim Hatfield stood between the
Skeleton Riders and total defeat. Posing as a horse thief, he rode into
lawless Indian Territory in quest of the secret army. But time was
running out. Wounded in battle, Hatfield faced a last-gasp
showdown.

WES  Longarm and the Railroad War
Evans, Tabor

BC-0330

Braving a desert full of Mexican banditos, Apaches, and rattlesnakes,
Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack and two U.S. Marines turned bounty
hunters team up to take down a gang of outlaws known as the Black
Valley Riders.

WES  Longarm and the Santiago Pistoleers
Evans, Tabor

BC-0126

Tracking a gang of bandits to a badlands outpost called Wild Wind,
Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack must stop notorious outlaw Silva "the
Snake" Ceran from recruiting cutthroat Comanche renegades to help
him pull off the heist of his dreams.

WES



Longarm on a Monument Valley Manhunt

Evans, Tabor
WES  Leadville Avengers
Curry, Tom

BC-0128

(No. 381) When his stagecoach is attacked while on the way to
Santiago to retrieve a prisoner by the name of Wesley Wade, Deputy
U.S. Marshal Custis Long soon discovers that Wesley's father and his
henchmen will do anything to stop him from carrying out his
appointed duty.

WES  Hanging in Wild Wind
Cotton, Ralph

BC-0256

(Longarm Giant, No. 29) While dallying with two very different, and
very demanding, women, Longarm must unmask the bandits who are
attacking Rimfire's stagecoach line in an attempt to ruin business and
hinder progress.

WES  Black Valley Riders
Cotton, Ralph

BC-0332

(No. 384) While trying to get a witness, who can put the Jennings
bunch behind bars, to Denver safely, as well as a big black cat as a
favor to his boss, Longarm must elude the Jennings gang while
dallying with a sex kitten named BethAnne Holland.

BC-0188

(No. 382) When a former federal marshal goes rogue in hopes of
inciting a Navajo war, U.S. Deputy Marshal Custis Long must stop
this trigger-happy ex-lawman who has nothing left to lose.

LP-3563

LARGE PRINT. Leadville was the hottest, wildest mining town in
the West, where fortunes in silver were made in a day and death came
cheap in the night. When a cutthroat gang seized the town by force,
the Rio Kid gathered forces of vengeance for a deadly showdown and
the streets of Leadville turned into a river of blood!

WES  Rusted Tin

WES  Sierra Skullduggery

Sheriff of Keith County, Nebraska, Zeke Wolpert, who spends most
of the money he makes from turning a blind eye to illegal activities
on liquor, gets a chance at redemption when outlaws plan to highjack
a Wells Fargo shipment that is worth a fortune.

Drake, Jerry S.

Galloway, Marcus

LP-3564

LARGE PRINT. Former gunfighter Tom Patterson and his wife
Betty are drawn into a scheme of assassination and avarice in 1880s
California. Patterson seeks to find and warn the proposed victim of a
failed murder attempt, and hopes to discover who and what is behind
it. He follows a lead to the Nevada border, bringing him closer to
finding answers about the conspiracy. But Jim’s search results in
deadly consequences for others, and life-threatening danger for him.

WES  Purgatory
Johnstone, William W.

LP-3610

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AU-0996)). (Matt
Jensen: The Last Mountain Man) Sentenced to hang at Yuma Prison
after a deadly gunfight, Matt Jensen goes on the run and must
convince a very determined U.S. marshal that he is innocent as he
tangles with a deadly band of outlaws.

WES  Longarm and the Killer Countess
Evans, Tabor

BC-0189

BC-0255

WES  Savage Guns

(Longarm, No. 383) While escorting Countess Lilyana Ivanovna and
her Cossack party into the Rocky Mountains to hunt game, U.S.
Deputy Marshal Custis Long, after Lilyana kills a lone Ute brave,
must keep the group safe from a Ute war party bent on revenge.

Johnstone, William W.

BC-0258

(Cotton Pickens, No. 3) In Doubtful, Wyoming, a town rife with evil,
fools and sinners, lawman Cotton Pickens is persuaded by the
wealthy Bragg family to find the real killer of three men in a barroom
and save their son from being hanged.
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WES



WES  Slocum and the Dirty Dozen

Savage Territory

Johnstone, William W.

Logan, Jake

LP-3565

(Matt Jensen: Mountain Man) LARGE PRINT. It was a duty to a
dead man. Matt Jensen had promised his friend, slain by an outlaw
named Pogue Willis, that he would deliver money to his brother in St.
Louis. But Matt’s search leads him from St. Louis to Arizona
Territory, and into the company of a rich Easterner and his beautiful
young wife. For Matt, the schemes of citified land prospectors don’t
mean much, until the young woman is seized by renegade Apaches.

WES  Slocum and the Forgetful Felon
Logan, Jake

BC-0129

When his famous brother and sister guilt him into finding a young
woman named Jolene who vanished out West, Falcon MacCallister
soon discovers that a lot of people are searching for Jolene and the
map she is carrying that reveals the location of a mysterious treasure
hidden in haunted Indian land.

WES  Slocum and the Teamster Lady
Logan, Jake

LP-3598

(Matt Jensen) LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print
(AU-0175)). After Matt Jensen is sentenced to hang at Yuma Prison,
he escapes and finds himself hunted by a determined U.S. marshal as
well as tangling with a vicious band of outlaws.

WES  Damnation Road
Mc Coy, Max

BC-0280

Robber baron Clifton Satterlee is in greedy pursuit of a coveted piece
of land in the New Mexico Territory. He plans to wrest the timberrich hills from the Tua Pueblo and then populate the town with his
own subservient labor force. But Saterlee has overlooked one mighty
obstacle, legendary mountain man Smoke Jensen.

WES  Dead Man's Money
Meszaros, V. S.

LP-3566

LARGE PRINT. Preacher’s son Sam Trego meant to follow in his
father’s footsteps, until he killed a man in a fistfight. From then on he
was a pariah to his family, and so he set out to build a new life. Sam
rode into Genesis looking for work and found a job as a preacher. But
the last thing the town needed was a man of the cloth: a gang of
violent renegades was terrorizing Genesis with kidnappings and
murder. Forced to take arms, Trego started to clean up the town.

WES  Sheriff of Hangtown: A Western Duo
Paine, Lauren

LP-3568

LARGE PRINT. In “Outlaw’s Hide-Out,” drifter Hap Thompson has
lived in a secluded valley since robbing a bank made him a wanted
man. But his tranquil life is interrupted when he discovers a strange
horse and tracks it back to an injured young woman. Wesley Potter is
the “Sheriff of Hangtown,” and friend to Dick Ruffin, an old-timer
who has long raised horses on his small ranch. When Ruffin is shot at
close range without apparent motive, Potter has no clues or suspects.

WES  The Guns of Sapinero
Leslie, Frank

LP-3567

LARGE PRINT. The Bodine Gang pushed its way onto the
westbound stage and when the shooting was done, two witnesses to
the killing had gotten away with twelve thousand dollars. The gang
wanted the money, and Lyle Bodine wanted the girl, especially the
girl. Jim Wyatt, just out of prison for a crime he did not commit, is a
tough man with a fast gun. He isn’t looking for trouble, but he dealt
himself into this game, and now he has to get himself and the girl out
of it.

WES  Guns at Genesis
Lee, Wayne C.

BC-0187

At the end of his rope, outlaw Jacob Gamble, after mistakenly being
haled a hero, follows a beautiful woman, raised by Indians, into the
southwest's most deadly and savage territory to find a legendary
treasure.

WES  Triumph of the Mountain Man
Johnstone, William W.

BC-0130

(No. 378) John Slocum helps tough-as-nails teamster Willa Malloy
get revenge against the renegade Apaches who killed her driving
partner.

WES  The Last Mountain Man
Johnstone, William W.

BC-0334

(Slocum, No. 381) When he finds Teddy Cutler, the man on which he
just collected a $7,000 bounty, wandering around Phoenix, Arizona,
with no memory of robbing four stagecoaches and killing three men,
John Slocum must determine whether or not Teddy is actually
innocent or trying to pull one over on him.

WES  Slaughter of Eagles
Johnstone, William W.

BC-0259

(Slocum, No. 380) While playing bouncer at a brothel to pay off a
poker debt, John Slocum, as a big rodeo comes to town, must protect
the ladies from danger.

LP-3635

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-0315)). Colter
Farrow, fueled by hatred, sets out on a mission of revenge against the
men responsible for murdering his stepfather, but as his list of targets
grows and the truth about his stepfather's brutal death is revealed, he
must confront the murderous darkness that lurks within his own
heart.
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WES  Bounty on a Baron

WES  Rustlers' Range

Randisi, Robert J.

Scott, Bradford

LP-3629

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AZ-1094)). After
almost paying for a crime he didn't commit, Decker, determined to
save the innocent and take down the guilty, goes after the Baron, the
most feared hired killer in the Wild West.

WES  Blood Feud
Robbins, David

BC-0251
WES  Arkansas Ambush

Sixteen-year-old Chace Shannon, leaving his twin sister behind,
embarks on a mission of deadly vengeance against the brutal Harkey
clan who murdered his father and uncle, and beat and abused his
older sister.

Sharpe, Jon

BC-0124

(The Trailsman, No. 346) Fargo gets more than he bargained for
when he stops to help young Dave Harrigan fight off two
bushwhackers who are determined to stop him from making it to Hot
Springs, Arkansas, to look for his father.

WES  Anatomy of a Lawman
Roberts, J. R.

LP-3559

LARGE PRINT. Jim Woodard’s lungs were bursting! He was
trapped, hemmed in between the blazing canyon walls and the firecrazed herd. There was only one possible escape, through 300
searing, suffocating yards to the canyon mouth. Could he reach it?
Could he whip the panic-stricken cattle through the curtain of fire?
Or was he doomed to perish in this hellish trap which the rustlers had
set?

BC-0123
WES  Backwoods Brawl

(The Gunsmith, No. 344) The last thing Clint Adams expects when
he rides into Guardian, Missouri, is to become the sheriff of this
lawless town where he must take down the brutal Graves gang who
shot his friend, and former sheriff, in the back.

Sharpe, Jon

BC-0250

(The Trailsman, No. 348) When a U.S. Army fort in Arkansas is
attacked by a merciless band of highwaymen, Fargo and a half-crazy,
half-blood Choctaw, are the only ones who can take them down.

WES  Andersonville Vengeance
Roberts, J. R.

BC-0328

WES  Dakota Death Trap

(Gunsmith Giant, No. 15) When Clint Adams discovers that
Commandant Henry Wirz, who supposedly paid for his war crimes
by hanging, might actually be alive and posing as a U.S. Senator, he
will stop at nothing to find the truth and destroy this cruel man who
put him through hell as a prisoner of war.

Sharpe, Jon

WES  Chicago Confidential
Roberts, J. R.

WES  New Mexico Gun-Down

BC-0331

Sharpe, Jon

(The Gunsmith, No. 347) While on holiday in Chicago, Clint Adams
discovers that there is no such thing as rest and relaxation when a
local crime boss known as "the Man" tries to recruit him in to his
organization by using excessive force.

WES



WES  War Cry

BC-0254

West, Charles G.

(The Gunsmith, No. 346) Clint Adams goes up against Arizona
rancher Jerry Sacks during a high-stakes game of pool in Tuscon,
placing everything, including his life, on the line.

BC-0131

After saving a widow named Sarah from the Cheyenne, scout Will
Cason is now the mortal enemy of Bloody Hand and his band of
warriors who are determined to avenge the deaths of their own by
taking down the "white devil."

WES  Someone Else's Trouble
Roberts, J. R.

BC-0333

(The Trailsman, No. 349) When a local nun begs him to guide two
young women through the mountains to join her order, Skye Fargo,
agreeing to do the Lord's work, must deal with the devil himself, a
bandito called Fermin Terreros.

Lady Eight Ball

Roberts, J. R.

BC-0186

(The Trailsman, No. 347) While trying to elude a party of scalphunting Sioux, Fargo comes to the aid of Jasmine Honeydew, a pious
woman whose devotion to saving souls has incited the wrath of Abe
Mitchell, a man who makes money off of liquor and ladies.

BC-0190

(The Gunsmith, No. 345) When his friend's wife is killed, his
daughter is kidnapped and his valuable samurai sword is stolen, Clint
Adams rushes to Chandlerille, Texas, to exact his own special brand
of justice against the outlaws responsible.
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WOM  The Oprah Magazine

Women’s Studies

Winfrey, Oprah
WOM  Previvors: Facing the Breast Cancer Gene and
Making Life-Changing Decisions
Port, Dina Roth

BC-0348

Advances in genetic testing and risk assessment have changed the
face of medicine, but with them has come a Pandora's box of
dilemmas. Imagine discovering you had a significant risk for
developing breast cancer. What would you do? Through the
incredible true stories of five young friends, as well as interviews
with more than seventy top breast cancer experts, health writer Dina
Roth Port addresses the universal questions of women everywhere
who have watched family members suffer from the disease and
wondered, "Am I next?" Full of practical information, this is the first
comprehensive book to guide women through the difficult process of
determining their risk, weighing the options, and coping with the
emotions of deciding to undergo surgery.

WOM  The Oprah Magazine
Winfrey, Oprah

WOM  The Oprah Magazine
Winfrey, Oprah

BC-0141

(November 2010) What's your true calling? An easy-does-it guide to
finding (and fulfilling) your life's purpose; The quiz that reveals
what's holding you back, and helps you move on; The vitamin that
helps you lose weight and fight the flu, beat depression, even live
longer; The O Wow! $27 bag.

BC-0349

The Breast Cancer Companion is a step-by-step guide through
treatment for the 2 million women living with breast cancer in the
United States. It provides ample space and encouragement to record
questions, thoughts and feelings, doctor's appointments, medications,
and contact information for the oncology team and others. The book
also covers myriad other details that are often lost in the trauma and
emotion of diagnosis and illness. The book helps women to be wellorganized, well-informed, and have peace of mind so that, even in the
midst of their breast cancer treatment they remain focused on what
matters most: becoming well and achieving a healthy outcome.
Special features include a calendar to help with scheduling, a
directory to organize important contacts, questions to ask the medical
team, tips and advice from breast cancer survivors, and a list of
resources and breast cancer–related organizations.

WOM  The Oprah Magazine
Winfrey, Oprah

BC-0198

(February 2011) The make-your-dreams-real issue!; "Life is a big ol'
canvas. And you have every comination of colors to paint with"
Oprah; Imagine! Yes, you can have. . .your ideal body, a better job,
extra energy, more love, less stress, a fresh outlook, the new you
begins here!; 20 questions that can change your life.

WOM  Good to the Last Drop: Refreshing Inspiration for
Homeschool Moms and Other Busy Women
Wike, Dee Dee

BC-0252

(January 2011) Hello, 2011! 50 ideas to make it your best year yet;
What's your next chapter? Oprah talks about her own; How she got
past the fear of doing something new, and you can too; Weight loss
made simple: The only tip you'll ever need.

WOM  The Breast Cancer Companion: A Guide for the
Newly Diagnosed
Sokolowski, Nancy

BC-0329

(December 2010) 12 Fantastic ways to bring more magic into your
life; Oprah's favorite things! And Dr. Oz's, and Suze Orman's, and
Dr. Phil's. . .here's your chance to win them all; Great news for your
body! The top 10 health tips of the year; A miracle course in weight
loss (that really works); Oprah talks to Tyler Perry: A must-read for
anyone who's ever felt like giving up; Best books of 2010.

BC-0342

Do you long to live a peaceful and satisfying existence full of
purpose and passion? In Good to the Last Drop, author Dee Dee
Wike offers encouragement and insight to busy women as she shares
her thoughts on the difficulties of finding peace amidst the chaos of
everyday life, the adventure of stepping out in faith and obedience to
God's call, and the joy of a lifelong relationship with the Lord.
Written from the heart, her reflections on relationships, homeschool,
anxiety, and the relevant issues of modern-day living are seasoned
with hope, humor, and truths from God's Word. Good to the Last
Drop will encourage and inspire you to live confidently and joyfully
as you pursue the dream God has placed in your heart.
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Friendly Tips/Notes:
1. Please DO NOT throw away sheets of paper that are enclosed with your books. It
has your due date information on it. We are no longer stamping the due dates on the
inside cover of the books. Instead, we are enclosing a sheet of paper that has the titles
checked out to you and their due dates.
2. If you have several mailing bags with only a few books in each, coming back to us, you can put
all books and any extra bags into the bigger bag and mail to us. This will save on postage.
3. Please put your name or ID# on the white order sheets when sending them back to us with
your books. These sheets can get mixed up with other orders when we are emptying bags and if
there is no name it is hard to match up the order with the books. If there is a name on it, you are
sure to get your order.
4. We no longer have the mailing permit for the yellow order cards so they will not go through the
USPS if you send it alone. If you have any yellow cards left over, you can still use them, just
enclose them in the canvas bags with your books.

5. If you have not yet returned your updated registration form, please call us to fill one out
by phone. Once we are up and running with the new system, those of you who did not
update a form will not receive a catalog until we have one on file.

*Please note: Catalogs from SUMMER 2003 (AG) to
the present are still available to order from.
If you would rather receive our quarterly catalog by email ONLY through a Word attachment or would rather
access it online, please call us toll free at 1-800-395-9144 and let us know. Thank you for using Books by Mail.
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